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Abstract
Composite sandwich structures are widely regarded as a cost/weight-eﬀective altern-
ative to conventional composite stiﬀened panels and are extensively utilized for light-
weight applications in various sectors, including the aeronautical, marine and trans-
port industries. Nevertheless, their damage tolerance remains a critical issue.
This work aims to develop reliable analytical and numerical tools for the design of
damage-tolerant advanced foam-cored composite sandwich structures for aerospace
applications. It comprises of original experimental observations together with novel
numerical and analytical developments, as detailed below.
A novel analytical model for predicting the post-crushing response of crushable
sandwich foam cores is presented. The calibration of the model is performed using
experimental data obtained exclusively from standard monotonic compressive tests.
Hence, the need for performing time-consuming compressive tests including multiple
unloading-reloading cycles is avoided.
Subsequently, the translaminar initiation fracture toughness of a carbon-epoxy
Non-Crimp Fabric (NCF) composite laminate is measured. The translaminar fracture
toughness of the UD ﬁbre tows is related to that of the NCF laminate and the concept
of an homogenised blanket-level translaminar fracture toughness was introduced.
A multiple length/time-scale framework for the virtual testing of large composite
structures is presented. Such framework hinges upon a novel Mesh Superposition
Technique (MST) and a novel set of Periodic Boundary Conditions named Multiscale
Periodic Boundary Conditions (MPBCs).
The MST is used for coupling diﬀerent areas of the composite structure modelled
at diﬀerent length-scales and whose discretizations consist of diﬀerent element types.
Unlike using a sudden discretization-transition approach, the use of the MST elimin-
ates the undesirable stress disturbances at the interface between diﬀerently-discretized
subdomains and, as a result, it for instance correctly captures impact-induced damage
pattern at a lower computational cost.
The MPBCs apply to reduced Unit Cells (rUCs) and enable the two-scale (solid-
to-shell) numerical homogenization of periodic structures, including their bending and
twisting response. The MPBCs allow to correctly simulate the mechanical response
of periodic structures using rUCs (same results as if conventional UCs were used),
thus enabling a signiﬁcant reduction of both modelling/meshing and analysis CPU
times.
The developments detailed above are ﬁnally brought together in a realistic engin-
eering application.
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e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Euler’s number, engineering strain
eij . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . membrane strains, i = 1, 2
eji . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .j-th element of the discretization of subdomain Ωi, i = A, B
ei . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . orthogonal basis of the LCS of subdomain s, i, j = 1, 2, 3
eˆi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . orthogonal basis of the LCS of subdomain sˆ, i, j = 1, 2, 3
fmax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . minimum frequency
fmin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .maximum frequency
f〈ε〉 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . applied homogenized true strain history function
g
λi
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ﬁtting function with coeﬃcients λi
h0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . specimen’s thickness (undeformed conﬁguration)
h . . . . specimen’s thickness (deformed conﬁguration), deformable body thickness
h . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . normalized specimen’s thickness (deformed conﬁguration)
hc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . thickness of the fully-crushed layer (deformed conﬁguration)
hc . . . . . . normalized thickness of the fully-crushed layer (deformed conﬁguration)
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h
Un
c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . thickness of the crushed layer at unloading initiation
(deformed conﬁguration)
hUnc . . . . . . . . . . . . . .normalized thickness of the crushed layer at unloading initiation
hw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . thickness of the triaxial NCF weave
htf . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . thickness of the top facesheet
hbf . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . thickness of the bottom facesheet
hc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . thickness of the foam core layer
(deformed conﬁguration)
hcohe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .cohesive elements thickness
hu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . thickness of the uncrushed layer (deformed conﬁguration)
h
Un
u . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . thickness of the uncrushed layer at unloading initiation
(deformed conﬁguration)
hu . . . . . . . . . normalized thickness of the uncrushed layer (deformed conﬁguration)
hUnu . . . . . . . . . . . normalized thickness of the uncrushed layer at unloading initiation
(deformed conﬁguration)
i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . relative signed distance from surface SI , (i, I) = (a,A), (b,B)
k . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . constant of proportionality, numerical loading time
kmax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .maximum value of numerical loading time
kN , kT , kS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . cohesive zone stiﬀnesses

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . characteristic length of a spatial grid

e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ﬁnite element in-plane size

i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . in-plane dimensions of the UC/rUC, i = 1, 2

e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . embedded element size

h . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . hosting element size
n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . order of polynomial ﬁtting, number of physical properties
nnodes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . number of nodes in the laminate plane
n〈ε〉 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .dimensions of vector 〈ε〉
s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . subdomain of D3
sˆ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . subdomain of D3, equivalent to s
36
t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . thickness, time
tLam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . laminate’s thickness
tαK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . thickness of the ﬁbre tows oriented at an angle α
within specimens with generic layup K
tK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . thickness of specimens with generic layup K
t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . total CPU time
tA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . analysis CPU time
tM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . modelling/meshing CPU time
t
UC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . total CPU time using a UC
t
UC
A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . analysis CPU time using a UC
t
UC
M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . modelling/meshing CPU time using a UC
t̂
[ST]
min . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . minimum (normalized) CPU time needed with the ST model
t̂
[MST]
min . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . minimum (normalized) CPU time needed with the MST model
u . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . applied displacement
u . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . applied displacement
u . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . displacement ﬁeld, in-plane projection of vector u
u . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . three-dimensional displacement vector
x . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . in-plane 1st coordinate, independent scalar variable
xAi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . coordinates of point A, i = 1, 2, 3
xExp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . independent variable vector (experimental measures)
y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . in-plane 2nd coordinate, dependent scalar variable
yExp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . dependent variable vector (experimental measures)
z . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . through-the-thickness coordinate
w . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . out-of-plane displacement
Δa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . crack growth
Δt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . time increment
ΔtImp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . implicit sub-model time increment
Δtstable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . stable time increment
ΔtXpl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . explicit sub-model time increment
Δtmin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . minimum CPU time reduction
37
Upper case roman letters
A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . specimen’s cross-sectional area (deformed conﬁguration),
generic point in R3
Aij . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . extensional stiﬀnesses
A0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . specimen’s cross-sectional area (undeformed conﬁguration)
Ameso . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . in-plane area of the meso-scale region
ArUC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . in-plane area of the rUC
Atot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . total in-plane area
Â
[ST]
meso . . . . . . . . . . . . minimum (normalized) meso-scale area needed with the ST model
Â
[MST]
meso . . . . . . . . . . . minimum (normalized) meso-scale area needed with the MST model
Bij . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . bending-extension coupling stiﬀnesses
B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . body forces vector
Bi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . body forces vector within subdomain Ωi, i = A, B
Bs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . body forces vector within transition subdomain
B
eji
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . shape functions derivatives matrices of element eji , i = A, B
B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . three-dimensional deformable body
B3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . three-dimensional deformable body
C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . compliance
C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . compliance matrix
C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Courant number
Cmax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .maximum Courant number
C0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . set of all continuous function
Ci . . . . . . . . . . . . fourth-order material elasticity tensor associated to subdomain Ωi
Dij . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . bending stiﬀnesses
D2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .domain occupied by a two-dimensional deformable body
D3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . domain occupied by a three-dimensional deformable body
E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . elastic modulus (undamaged material)
E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Green-Lagrange strain tensor
38
Ef . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . foam material Young’s modulus
Ei . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Young’s modulus in direction i = 1, 2, 3
E˜L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . tangent modulus of the fully-crushed material at σD = 0
EL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . tangent modulus at the onset of densiﬁcation
Epin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . pins Young’s modulus (ﬁbre direction)
F . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . deformation gradient
Gij . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . shear modulus in direction i, j = 1, 2, 3
GIc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . interlaminar fracture toughness (Mode I)
GIIc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . interlaminar fracture toughness (Mode II)
GIIIc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . interlaminar fracture toughness (Mode III)
GαIc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . translaminar fracture toughness of oﬀ-axis ﬁbre-tows
(at an angle α with respect to the 0◦ ﬁbre-tows)
GKIc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . laminate-level translaminar fracture toughness of a laminate
with generic layup K
GLamIc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . laminate-level translaminar fracture toughness
GNCFIc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . NCF blanket-level translaminar fracture toughness
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . identity matrix
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 × 3 identity matrix
K . . . . . . . . . . . . ﬁnite element stiﬀness matrix, shell stiﬀness matrix, ABD matrix
KTr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . transition ﬁnite element stiﬀness matrix
Ks
eji
. . . . . . . . . . . stiﬀness matrix of the element eji within the MST region, i = A, B
L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . panel’s length (y-direction)
Lmeso . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . in-plane length (y-direction) of the meso-scale region
Mi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . bending moment per unit/length, i = 1, 2
M12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . twisting moment per unit/length
Ms
eji
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . mass matrix of the element eji within the MST region, i = A, B
N,T, S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .cohesive zone strengths
Ni . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .direct force per unit/length, i = 1, 2
N12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . shear force per unit/length
39
N
ejA
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .shape functions matrices of element eji , i = A, B
O . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . origin of the LCS of subdomain s
Oˆ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . origin of the LCS of subdomain sˆ
P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . applied load, generic point in R3
Pc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . critical applied load
S . . . . . . . . . . restraint matrix, vector of resultant forces/moments per unit-length
R
n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . real coordinate space
S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Piola-Kirchhoﬀ stress tensor
Si . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Piola-Kirchhoﬀ stress tensor within subdomain Ωi, i = A, B
Ss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Piola-Kirchhoﬀ stress tensor within transition subdomain
Si . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . surface, i = A, B
T . . . . . . . . . Piola traction vector, in-plane projection of transformation matrix T
T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . three-dimensional transformation matrix
U . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . internal energy
X . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . position vector (reference conﬁguration)
Xc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . compressive (crushing) strength
XL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lock-up/densiﬁcation strength
W . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . panel’s width (x-direction)
Wext . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . external work
Wint . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . internal work
Wkin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . inertial work
Wmeso . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . in-plane width (x-direction) of the meso-scale region
ΔAmeso . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . minimum meso-scale area reduction
Lower case greek letters
α . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ply orientation angle, ratio embedded/hosting element sizes
α, β, χ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .MCC ﬁtting parameters
β . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . in-plane stitching angle
40
εi◦ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .membrane direct strains
γ12◦ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . membrane shear strain
κ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fourier series terms
κ1◦ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . bending curvatures
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〈εD〉 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .homogenized true strain within the fully-crushed layer
ε˜L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . homogenized true strain in the fully-crushed material at σD = 0
〈εRe〉 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . homogenized residual true strain upon complete unloading
〈εUn〉 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .homogenized true strain at unloading initiation
〈ε〉 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .applied homogenized true strain discrete vector
〈ε〉Exp . . . . . . . . . . . . . .homogenized true strain discrete vector - experimental measures〈
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . experimentally measured residual strain〈
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〉
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νij . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Poisson’s ratio in direction i, j = 1, 2, 3
νf . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . foam material Poisson’s ratio
π . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . pi
ξM . . error in predicting the residual strain 〈εRe〉 using the model proposed in § 2
ξL . . . . . . . . . . error in predicting the residual strain 〈εRe〉 assuming a linear elastic
post-crushing compressive response
ξ◦ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . resultant mid-surface membrane strains/curvatures vector
ρ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . material mass density
ρ∗ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . foam material nominal relative density
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ρi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . material mass density within subdomain Ωi, i = A, B
ρf . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . foam material density
ρ˜L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . density of the fully-crushed material at σD = 0
ρPMI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . polymethacrylimide density
ρs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . material mass density within transition subdomain
σ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . nominal stress
σC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . nominal stress - progressive crushing regime
σD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .nominal stress - densiﬁcation regime
σE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .nominal stress - elastic regime
σExpC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . nominal stress discrete vector (progressive crushing)
- experimental measures
σExpD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . nominal stress discrete vector (densiﬁcation crushing)
- experimental measures
σUn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . nominal stress at unloading initiation
σ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . nominal stress discrete vector
ψi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . weighting factors, i = A, B
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φ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . diameter of pin-reinforcements
ω . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . domain occupied by a three-dimensional deformable body
(deformed conﬁguration)
Δξ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . reduction of the error in predicting the residual strain 〈εRe〉
Upper case greek letters
Ei . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . set of elements with support in subdomains Ωi, i = A, B
ÊB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . set of elements with support in subdomains Ω̂i, i = A, B
Esi . . . . . . . set of elements with support in the superposed portions of subdomains
Ωi, i = A, B
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . integration domain of element eji
Mathematical operators, symbols and accents
= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . is equal to
≈ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . is approximately equal to
≡ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . is equivalent/congruent to
∧= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . is physically equivalent to
> . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . is strictly greater than
< . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . is strictly less than
≥ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . is greater than or equal to
≤ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . is less than or equal to
= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . is not equal to
± . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .plus/minus
ln(•) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .natural logarithm, i.e. ln (e•) = •
log(•) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . common logarithm, i.e. log (10•) = •
exp(•) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .exponential function, i.e. exp(•) = e•
sin(•) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . sine operator
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation & Objectives
Composite sandwich structures consist of two composite facesheets separated by a
low-density core designed to sustain the transverse shear and through-the-thickness
loads. The resulting structure combines the favourable in-plane stiﬀness and strength
of the composite facesheets with superior bending stiﬀness-to-weight ratios.
Therefore, composite sandwich structures are widely regarded as a cost/weight-
eﬀective alternative to conventional composite stiﬀened panels. Nowadays, compos-
ite sandwich structures are extensively used for lightweight applications in various
sectors, including the aeronautical [1,2], naval [3] and transport industries [4,5]. Un-
fortunately, damage tolerance of composite sandwich structures remains a critical
issue; numerous studies demonstrate that, owing to the low bending stiﬀness of the
facesheets, composite sandwich structures are highly susceptible to localized through-
the-thickness loads such as those occurring during low-velocity impact [6–9]. This is
paramount for foam-cored sandwich structures which, primarily for this reason, have
not yet found common application in the aeronautical industry, where honeycomb
cores are still preferred.
This work aims to develop reliable analytical and numerical tools for the design of
damage-tolerant advanced foam-cored composite sandwich structures for aerospace
applications. To this purpose, the focus of this work has been dedicated to the topics
detailed below.
Post-crushing behaviour of foam materials
In foam-cored sandwich structures, the local damage induced by a low-velocity
impact event consists of a region of crushed core accompanied by a residual dent
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in the impacted facesheet. Such residual dent results from the combination
of: (i) the residual local stress ﬁeld underneath the load introduction point
and (ii) the extent of damage in both the impacted facesheet and the crushed
core [10, 11]. In addition, the residual dent constitutes a possible source of
further damage-growth upon subsequent reloading, and it is shown to severely
reduce the residual local stiﬀness and strength of the sandwich structure.
Thus, for damage-tolerant design of foam-cored composite sandwich structures,
it is of paramount importance to accurately predict:
(i) the residual after-crushing strain in the foam core, as it contributes to the
ﬁnal depth of the residual after-impact dent;
(ii) the post-crushing compressive behaviour of the foam core, as it contrib-
utes to the residual local stiﬀness and strength of the impacted sandwich
structure.
Translaminar fracture toughness of carbon NCF composites
As a result of the increasing share of composite materials in sectors where
cycle times and manufacturing costs signiﬁcantly impact the ﬁnal product cost,
the development of inexpensive and automated production methods is crucial
[12–15].
The need for cost-eﬀective alternatives to conventional prepreg-based compos-
ites led for instance to the development of Non-Crimp Fabric (NCF) composites
[16–18]. When compared to their prepreg-based counterpart, NCF composites
oﬀer higher deposition rates, reduced labour time, higher degree of tailorability
and improved impact properties [19,20]. Therefore, NCF composites are widely
regarded as one of the most promising technologies for both aerospace [21, 22]
and automotive [23, 24] structural composites, including composite sandwich
structures. The growing industrial interest towards NCF composites led to two
EU-funded research projects: FALCOM [25,26] and TECABS [27,28], respect-
ively for aerospace and automotive applications.
Failure in NCF composites can be predicted using physically-based failure cri-
teria [25, 29, 30]; physically-based failure criteria require, as input data, homo-
genised (ﬁbre tow- and blanket-level) properties which can be measured mostly
from standard tests. Speciﬁcally, translaminar fracture toughnesses are para-
mount for the damage-tolerant design of composite structures.
The main challenges related to this subject addressed in this thesis are:
(i) to measure experimentally the translaminar fracture toughness of NCF
composites;
(ii) to analytically relate the translaminar fracture toughness of oﬀ-axis ﬁbre
tows/NCF blankets to that of axially-loaded ﬁbre tows/NCF blankets.
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Multiscale virtual testing of large composite structures
To address complex industrial structural challenges, such as the design of the
composite central wing box of the Airbus A380 [31], virtual testing methods
have been exploited [32]. The extensive use of virtual testing based on nonlin-
ear FE analyses is envisioned to be a key-aspect towards an increased conﬁd-
ence in the real-scale and expensive structural tests required for certiﬁcation;
furthermore, virtual testing provides useful insight into the likelihood, causes
and consequences of structural failure [33–35]. However, to be fully established
in structural design and certiﬁcation, virtual testing methods need to be valid-
ated against all level of structural testing, from the coupon-level (e.g. material
specimens) to the system-level (e.g. wing or fuselage) [36].
Within this framework, the virtual testing of large-scale composite structures for
industrial applications entails signiﬁcant challenges; these are primarily ascrib-
able to the inherently multiscale nature of composite materials and, as a result,
to their highly complex failure modes [37]. For the eﬃcient structural design of
large composite components, their virtual testing often requires that diﬀerent
parts of the structure are modelled at multiple length- and time-scales, eventu-
ally even using diﬀerent physics.
Hence, it is crucial to develop:
(i) suitable techniques for coupling areas of the structure modelled at diﬀerent
length-scales, i.e. discretized using diﬀerent ﬁnite element types;
(ii) numerical methods to eﬃciently compute equivalent homogenized proper-
ties to be used in both 2D FE models and in the lower-scale subdomains
of multiscale FE models of large composite components.
1.2 Outline of this thesis
This thesis is divided into several chapters which address the challenges expressed in
§ 1.1 one by one, and then ﬁnally brings together the developments made. Because the
latter involve several ﬁelds (e.g. numerical and experimental), the literature relevant
for each contribution is reviewed inside the respective chapter, thereby, putting the
developments made directly and eﬀectively in their context.
Chapter 2 Prediction of the post-crushing compressive response of progressively
crushable sandwich foam cores
In this chapter, a novel analytical model for predicting the post-crushing
compressive response of progressively crushable sandwich foam cores is
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presented. The calibration of the model is performed using experimental
measurements obtained exclusively from standard monotonic compress-
ive tests. Therefore, the need for performing time-consuming compressive
tests including multiple unloading-reloading cycles is avoided. Model pre-
dictions have been validated against experimental measurements available
for three diﬀerent foam materials. The model is shown to accurately pre-
dict the thickness of the crushed material layer during progressive crushing
and the residual after-crushing strain (the latter with a maximum error of
12.1%). The proposed model is capable of predicting the residual after-
crushing strain with a signiﬁcantly smaller error (error-reduction over 56%)
than existing models, whose calibrations require the same experimental
measurements as the present model. The results presented in this chapter
demonstrate the relevance of the proposed model for a damage-tolerant
design of foam-cored composite sandwich structures.
Chapter 3 Translaminar fracture toughness of NCF composites with multiaxial
blankets
In this chapter, the translaminar initiation fracture toughness of a carbon-
epoxy Non-Crimp Fabric (NCF) composite laminate was measured using
a Compact Tension (CT) test. The translaminar fracture toughness of the
individual UD ﬁbre tows was related to that of the NCF laminate and the
concept of an homogenised blanket-level translaminar fracture toughness
was introduced. Using an approach developed for UD-ply prepreg compos-
ites, it is demonstrated that the translaminar fracture toughness of oﬀ-axis
ﬁbre tows/NCF blankets can be analytically related to that of axially-
loaded ﬁbre tows/NCF blankets with a diﬀerence between experimentally-
measured and predicted values lower than 5%.
Chapter 4 Multiple length/time-scale simulation of localized damage
in composite structures using a Mesh Superposition Technique
In this chapter, a Mesh Superposition Technique (MST) for the progressive
transition between diﬀerently-discretized subdomains is proposed and the
key-aspects of its implementation in an FE code are presented. The inter-
faces between these subdomains are replaced by transition regions where
the corresponding meshes are superposed. The MST is applied to the mul-
tiple length/time-scale analysis of a low-velocity impact of a projectile on
a composite plate. Unlike when using a sudden discretization-transition
approach, the use of the MST eliminates the undesirable stress disturb-
ances at the interface between diﬀerently-discretized subdomains and, as a
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result, it correctly captures the impact-induced damage pattern at a lower
computational cost. Finally, the MST is coupled with an implicit/explicit
co-simulation technique for a multiple time/length-scale analysis. The res-
ults indicate that, if the length-scale transition is performed using the pro-
posed MST instead of a sudden discretization-transition, the CPU time
can be nearly halved.
Chapter 5 Exploiting symmetries in solid-to-shell homogenization, with application
to periodic pin-reinforced sandwich structures
In this chapter, a novel set of Periodic Boundary Conditions named
Multiscale Periodic Boundary Conditions (MPBCs) that apply to reduced
Unit Cells (rUCs) and enable the two-scale (solid-to-shell) numerical ho-
mogenization of periodic structures, including their bending and twisting
response, is presented and implemented in an FE code. Reduced Unit
Cells are domains smaller than the Unit Cells (UCs), obtained by exploit-
ing the internal symmetries of the UCs. When applied to the solid-to-shell
homogenization of a sandwich structure with unequal skins, the MPBCs
enable the computation of all terms of the fully-populated ABD mat-
rix with negligible error, of the order of machine precision. Furthermore,
using the MPBCs it is possible to correctly simulate the mechanical re-
sponse of periodic structures using rUCs (retrieving the same results as if
conventional UCs were used), thus enabling a signiﬁcant reduction of both
modelling/meshing and analysis CPU times. The results of these ana-
lyses demonstrate the relevance of the proposed approach for an eﬃcient
multiscale modelling of periodic materials and structures.
Chapter 6 Virtual Testing of large composite structures: a multiple length/time-scale
framework
This chapter illustrates a multiple length/time-scale framework for the vir-
tual testing of large composite structures. Such framework hinges upon
the Mesh Superposition Technique (MST) presented in Chapter 4 (used
for coupling areas of the structure modelled at diﬀerent length-scales) and
upon the solid-to-shell numerical homogenization which exploits the in-
ternal symmetries of Unit Cells (UCs), presented in Chapter 5. The rel-
evance and key-aspects of the multiple length/time-scale framework are
demonstrated through the analysis of a real-sized aeronautical composite
component.
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The overall conclusions of this work and suggestions for further work are sum-
marised in chapter 7.
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Prediction of the post-crushing
compressive response of
progressively crushable sandwich
foam cores
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Motivation
Composite sandwich structures consist of two composite facesheets separated by a
low-density core designed to sustain the transverse shear and through-the-thickness
loads; nowadays, composite sandwich structures are extensively used for lightweight
applications in various sectors, including the aeronautical [1,2], naval [3] and transport
industries [4, 5].
Nevertheless, numerous studies demonstrate that, owing to the low bending stiﬀ-
ness of the facesheets, sandwich structures are highly susceptible to localized through-
the-thickness loads such as those occurring during low-velocity impact [6–9]. In foam-
cored sandwich structures, the local damage caused by a low-velocity impact event
consists of a region of crushed core accompanied by a residual dent in the impacted
facesheet [38, 39]. This residual dent results from the combination of the residual
local stress ﬁeld underneath the load introduction point and the extent of damage in
both the impacted facesheet and the crushed core. Moreover, the residual dent rep-
resents a possible source of further damage-growth upon subsequent reloading, and it
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is shown to severely reduce the residual local stiﬀness and strength of the sandwich
structure [10,11,40,41].
Therefore, for damage-tolerant design of foam-cored composite sandwich struc-
tures, it is of paramount importance to accurately predict (i) the residual after-
crushing strain in the foam core, as it contributes to the ﬁnal depth of the residual
after-impact dent and (ii) the post-crushing compressive behaviour of the foam core,
as it contributes to the residual local stiﬀness and strength of the impacted sandwich
structure.
2.1.2 Models for the post-crushing compressive response of foam
materials
The typical approaches for modelling the post-crushing compressive response of foam
materials can be gathered into three categories, in decreasing order of accuracy: (i)
phenomenological models, (ii) models assuming a linear behaviour governed by a
degraded elastic modulus for the elastic regime of the post-crushing response, and
(iii) models assuming a linear behaviour governed by the elastic modulus of the
undamaged foam material for the elastic regime of the post-crushing response:
(i) Numerous phenomenological models describing the compressive behaviour of
foam materials under monotonic compression can be found in literature [42–44].
In these works, analytical stress-strain relationships are proposed, whose cal-
ibration coeﬃcients are determined to best ﬁt the experimental measurements.
The same stress-strain relationships (with modiﬁed calibration coeﬃcients) can
then be used for modelling the post-crushing compressive response.
However, this implies that the appropriate calibration coeﬃcients need to be
determined (usually by least-square ﬁtting to experimental measurements) at
any residual strain level. Therefore, the calibration of such phenomenological
models requires that the cyclic compressive response of the investigated foam
material is experimentally characterized. Unfortunately, although a high num-
ber of unloading-reloading cycles would allow for a more accurate description
of the post-crushing compressive response, this would lead to practically unaf-
fordable testing times, particularly if the investigated foam material exhibits a
highly non-linear behaviour when subjected to cyclic compressive loading.
(ii) Flores-Johnson et al. [45] suggested to model the elastic regime of the post-
crushing compressive response of foam materials assuming that the latter exhibit
a linear behaviour; the authors also presented an analytical model to predict
the degradation of elastic modulus as a function of the residual strain. However,
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this model requires, as input, the evolution of the residual strain upon complete
unloading as a function of the applied strain at unloading; thus, compressive
tests with multiple unloading-reloading cycles are needed for its calibration.
(iii) The most simplistic approach consists in modelling the elastic regime of the
post-crushing compressive response of foam materials assuming that the latter
exhibit a linear behaviour governed by the elastic modulus of the undamaged
foam material. Although in many cases inaccurate, this approach is frequently
used for practical applications [46–49], since its calibration requires to experi-
mentally characterize the response of the foam material only under monotonic
compressive loading.
2.1.3 Structure of this chapter
In this chapter, we present a novel analytical model for predicting the post-crushing
compressive response of crushable foams; the model is developed such that its cal-
ibration can be performed using exclusively data obtained from standard monotonic
compressive tests. This chapter is organized as follows: the proposed analytical model
is described in § 2.2, while modelling predictions are compared against available ex-
perimental data in § 2.4. The results of this comparison are presented and discussed,
respectively, in § 2.4.3 and § 2.5. Finally, conclusions are drawn in § 2.6.
2.2 Model development
The following assumptions of the analytical model presented in this thesis need to
highlighted:
(i) the model assumes strain localisation; the underlying hypothesis is that the
sandwich foam core is suﬃciently thick to be larger than a characteristic ma-
terial length-scale, which for ductile foams is typically of the order of few cells;
strain localisation may not occur in too thin foam cores;
(ii) the model assumes that the foam core deformation consists of a crushing front
normal to the loading direction; this is not necessarily true for very thick sand-
wich foam cores or for neat foam specimens;
(iii) the model neglects material visco-elasticity and visco-plasticity (strain-rate
sensitivity), as well as the eﬀect of air pressure;
(iv) the objective of the model is to predict only the reloading compressive behaviour.
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2.2.1 Monotonic compressive response
Let us consider a prismatic crushable foam specimen of thickness h0 and cross-
sectional area A0 in the undeformed conﬁguration, as shown in Figure 2.1. Fur-
thermore, let the specimen be loaded in compression (under displacement-control),
with u being the applied displacement. The resulting true strain in the specimen
(homogenized across its entire thickness) is calculated as
〈ε〉=ln
(
h0
h0−u
)
= ln
(
h0
h
)
, (2.1)
where h = h0 − u is the specimen thickness in the deformed conﬁguration and
〈•〉 = 1
h
h∫
0
(•)dz is the average operator along h, with z indicating the through-the-
thickness direction. Following the deﬁnition given in Equation 2.1, throughout this
chapter, compressive strains are assumed to be positive.
In this work, the response of crushable foams under monotonic compression is
modelled through a piece-wise continuous constitutive law, relating the nominal com-
pressive stress σ to the homogenized strain 〈ε〉. The use of nominal stresses, rather
then true stresses, is supported by the negligible lateral expansion exhibited by typ-
Undeformed
con¯guration
Deformed
con¯guration
h0h0
h
A0 A
z z
u
Figure 2.1: Schematic of a foam specimen under compressive loading. In the un-
deformed conﬁguration, the specimen thickness and the cross-sectional
area are denoted as h0 and A0, respectively; in the deformed conﬁg-
uration, under the applied displacement u, the specimen thickness and
cross-sectional area are denoted, respectively, as h=h0−u and A≈A0.
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Figure 2.2: Typical nominal stress (σ) v.s. homogenized true strain (〈ε〉) curve for
a crushable foam material under monotonic compressive loading. Three
main deformation regimes can be identiﬁed: elasticity (E), progressive
crushing (C) and densiﬁcation (D).
ical foam materials when loaded in compression [50–52], i.e. A0≈A (see Figure 2.1);
moreover, in the remaining of this chapter the compressive stresses are assumed to
be positive.
The proposed constitutive law individually describes the three main deformation
regimes (see Figure 2.2), i.e. initial elasticity (E), progressive crushing (C) and ﬁnal
densiﬁcation (D), as follows.
E: Before crushing initiates, although a narrow region of nonlinear behaviour is
commonly observed immediately prior to strain localization (see Figures 2.1
and 2.3a), a linear elastic behaviour is assumed, i.e.
σE = E〈ε〉 , (2.2)
where E is the elastic modulus of the undamaged foam material, and σE is the
nominal compressive stress in the elastic regime. In Figure 2.3a, Xc indicates
the compressive strength (stress at strain localization) of the foam material.
Due to the inhomogeneity of foam materials at the micro-scale (cell-scale), Xc
is, eﬀectively, the compressive strength of the weakest layer of material.
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Figure 2.3: Piecewise constitutive law for the compressive response of crushable
foam materials: experimental measurements v.s. model predictions
(black curves) within the elastic (a), progressive curshing (b) and dens-
iﬁcation (c) regimes.
The assumption of linearity leads to an underestimation of the strain at crush-
ing initiation, as shown in Figure 2.3a, where εc is the homogenized strain at
crushing initiation; however, since the elastic response of the foam material is
conﬁned to very small levels of strain, the eﬀect of the linear idealization is
negligible.
Furthermore, the response of most ductile foams at the cell-level is characterised
by pronounced strain-hardening prior to softening; nonetheless, as the strain
hardening is large, plastic strains tend to be very small. Therefore, prior to
strain localisation, it is reasonable to assume that the modulus is equal to the
original elastic modulus.
C: The nominal stress during progressive crushing, denoted as σC , is described
through a n-th order polynomial, i.e.
σC =
n∑
i=0
ai
[
〈ε〉−Xc
E
]i
, (2.3)
where ai are the polynomial coeﬃcients. The coeﬃcients a0 and a1 in Equa-
tion 2.3, can be computed by imposing the continuity condition at 〈ε〉= Xc
E
and
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〈ε〉=εL , i.e
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
σC
(
〈ε〉 = Xc
E
)
=Xc
σC(〈ε〉 = εL)=XL
=⇒
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
a0=Xc
a1=
E(XL − Xc)
EεL −Xc
−
n∑
i=2
ai
[
εL −
Xc
E
](i−1) ,
(2.4)
where εL is the lock-up or densiﬁcation strain (at which the crushing process
is concluded and the foam material is fully-crushed), while the corresponding
nominal stress level (for 〈ε〉 = εL) is denoted as XL and commonly referred
to as the lock-up or densiﬁcation strength. The remaining coeﬃcients ai, with
i∈{2,n}, can be obtained through a least-square ﬁtting [53] against the available
experimental data.
The order n of the polynomial depends on the strain hardening during progress-
ive crushing; a 3rd-order polynomial is generally suﬃcient to accurately ﬁt the
experimental data.
D: It is assumed that the tangent modulus and the density of the fully-crushed foam
material are related through a power law, i.e.
dσD
d〈ε〉 = k (ρD)
μ =⇒ dσDd〈ε〉 = E˜L
[
ρD(〈ε〉)
ρ˜L
]μ
, (2.5)
where σD is the nominal stress in the fully-crushed material, ρD is its density and
k is a proportionality constant. Furthermore, E˜L and ρ˜L denote, respectively,
the tangent modulus and the density of the fully-crushed material at σD=0.
By imposing ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
σD(〈ε〉 = εL)=XL
dσD
d〈ε〉
∣∣∣∣〈ε〉=εL = EL
, (2.6)
then Equation 2.5 can be reformulated as
σD =
[
EL
μ
−XL
][
EL
EL −μXL
exp[μ(〈ε〉−εL)] − 1
]
, (2.7)
where EL is the tangent modulus of the foam material at the onset of densi-
ﬁcation (〈ε〉= εL). The value of the exponent μ can be determined through a
least-square ﬁtting against the available experimental data. The strain value
indicated as ε˜L in Figure 2.3c, corresponding to the homogenized strain in the
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fully-crushed material at σD=0, can be computed from Equation 2.7 as
ε˜L =εL −
1
μ
ln
[
EL
EL −μXL
]
. (2.8)
Therefore, the model assumes a non-linear elastic behaviour of the fully-crushed
material; furthermore, the model approximates the response of the fully crushed
material as fully-reversible elastic.
To summarize, the compressive response of crushable foams can be described
through the following piece-wise constitutive law:
σ =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
σE (as deﬁned inEquation 2.2) for
Xc
E
≤ 〈ε〉≤ Xc
E
σC (as deﬁned inEquation 2.3) for
Xc
E
<〈ε〉<εL
σD (as deﬁned inEquation 2.7) for
Xc
E
≤ 〈ε〉 ≥ εL
. (2.9)
2.2.2 Thickness of the uncrushed and crushed layers in crushable
foam materials
Let us consider a specimen of crushable foam material subjected to a homogenized
compressive strain 〈ε〉, as deﬁned in Equation 2.1; the corresponding compressive
stress σ (constant across the entire specimen thickness) is computed according to
Equation 2.9.
In the most general case, it is possible to identify, across the specimen thickness,
two distinct regions which co-exist at the equilibrium stress σ: (i) a layer of uncrushed
foam material and (ii) a layer of fully-crushed foam material. The thickness of these
layers, respectively indicated as hu and hc in Figure 2.4, are related by
h(〈ε〉)=hu(〈ε〉) + hc(〈ε〉) . (2.10)
The accurate prediction of hu and hc, at any level of applied homogenized strain
〈ε〉, is of paramount importance to determine the residual mechanical properties of
the foam material.
The homogenized strains within the layers of uncrushed and crushed foam mater-
ial, respectively denoted as 〈εE〉 and 〈εD〉, are diﬀerent (see Figure 2.4). In this work,
in order to compute 〈εE〉 and 〈εD〉, it is assumed that the uncrushed material behaves
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according to Equation 2.2, while the crushed material according to Equation 2.7. At
any level of homogenized strain 〈ε〉, the continuity condition reads
h exp [〈ε〉] = hu exp [〈εE〉] + hc exp [〈εD〉] . (2.11)
Figure 2.5 shows the typical evolution of the normalized thicknesses hu=
hu
h0
(red
curves), hc =
hc
h0
(green curves) and h= h
h0
(dashed black curves). Similarly to the
previous section, the evolution of hu and hc with 〈ε〉 is individually derived for the
elastic (E), progressive crushing (C) and densiﬁcation (D) deformation regimes, as
follows.
E: For 〈ε〉 ≤ Xc
E
, the entire specimen is uncrushed and behaves according to Equa-
tion 2.2. According to Figure 2.5, the normalized thicknesses hu and hc are
therefore
hu(〈ε〉)=h(〈ε〉)= 1exp [〈ε〉] and hc(〈ε〉)=0 . (2.12)
¾
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Figure 2.4: Determination of the thickness of the uncrushed and crushed foam ma-
terial layers. For any homogenized strain 〈ε〉, the corresponding com-
pressive stress σ is computed through Equation 2.9. At this stress level,
the homogenized strains within the uncrushed and the crushed layers,
respectively denoted as 〈εE〉 and 〈εD〉, are computed assuming that the
uncrushed foam material behaves according to Equation 2.2 and the
crushed material according to Equation 2.7. The thicknesses hu and hc
can therefore be computed by exploiting the equilibrium condition, i.e.
σ is constant through the entire foam specimen.
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Figure 2.5: Typical evolution of the normalized (with respect to the initial specimen
thickness h0) thickness of (i) the uncrushed layer hu (red curve), (ii)
the crushed layer hc (green curve) and (iii) the entire specimen h (black
dashed curve) as a function of the applied homogenized strain 〈ε〉.
C: For Xc
E
<〈ε〉<εL , the homogenized strains 〈εE〉 and 〈εD〉 are computed, respect-
ively from Equation 2.2 and Equation 2.7, as
〈εE〉=
σ
E
and 〈εD〉=
1
μ
ln
[
EL −μXL
EL
(
1+ μσ
EL −μXL
)]
. (2.13)
By replacing the latter into Equation 2.11 and exploiting Equation 2.10, after
some mathematical manipulations, the expressions for the normalized thick-
nesses hu and hc (see Figure 2.5) come, respectively, as
hu(〈ε〉)= 1exp[〈ε〉] ·
[ exp[〈εD〉]−exp[〈ε〉]
exp[〈εD〉]−exp[〈εE〉]
]
and
hc(〈ε〉)= 1exp[〈ε〉] ·
[ exp[〈ε〉]−exp[〈εE〉]
exp[〈εD〉]−exp[〈εE〉]
] . (2.14)
D: For 〈ε〉≥εL , the entire specimen is crushed and behaves according to Equation 2.7.
The normalized thicknesses hu and hc are therefore (see Figure 2.5)
hu(〈ε〉)=0 and hu(〈ε〉)=h(〈ε〉)= 1exp [〈ε〉] . (2.15)
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2.2.3 Post-crushing compressive response and residual strain
The typical σ−〈ε〉 curve for a crushable foam subjected to a complete unloading-
reloading cycle is shown in Figure 2.6, where the homogenized strain and nominal
stress at unloading initiation are respectively denoted as 〈εUn〉 and σUn . Crushable
foams exhibit an hysteretic behaviour when subjected to cyclic loading, i.e. the un-
loading and reloading paths do not coincide. Such hysteretic behaviour is associated
to the inherent viscous response of the parent material [54–58].
The correct determination of the homogenized residual strain upon complete un-
loading (indicated as 〈εRe〉 in Figure 2.6) is of paramount importance, along with
the detailed prediction of the post-crushing compressive response of the foam ma-
terial (’Reloading’ path in Figure 2.6), for the damage-tolerant design of foam-cored
sandwich structures. Within this context, the accurate modelling of the unloading
response is, comparatively, of minor relevance; therefore, in this work, it is assumed
for simplicity that the unloading curve coincides with the reloading curve.
Let a crushable foam specimen be loaded in compression to the homogenized
strain 〈ε〉=〈εUn〉, as shown in Figure 2.7, and subsequently unloaded to the generic
homogenized strain 〈ε〉<〈εUn〉. Depending on whether the homogenized strain 〈εUn〉
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Figure 2.6: Typical response of a crushable foam material subjected to a complete
unloading-reloading cycle. The nominal stress and homogenized strain
at unloading initiation are denoted, respectively, as σUn and 〈εUn〉. The
reloading is assumed to start immediately at σ =0 (〈ε〉= 〈εRe〉), upon
complete unloading.
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Figure 2.7: Modelling the post-crushing compressive response of crushable foam
materials. The thickness of the uncrushed and crushed layers at unload-
ing initiation are denoted as hUnu and h
Un
c , respectively. For 〈ε〉≤〈εUn〉,
the post-crushing compressive response (orange curve) is computed by
imposing the equilibrium between the layers of uncrushed and crushed
material, while for 〈ε〉 > 〈εUn〉, it is described by Equation 2.9.
is in the elastic (E), in the progressive crushing (C) or in the densiﬁcation (D)
deformation regime, the expression of the reloading curve and the residual strain at
σ=0 can be derived as follows.
E: If 〈εUn〉 ≤
Xc
E
, the material is entirely uncrushed at unloading initiation. There-
fore, its post-crushing compressive response can be described by Equation 2.9
and 〈εRe〉=0.
C: If Xc
E
< 〈εUn〉 < εL , the thicknesses of the uncrushed and crushed layers at un-
loading initiation, respectively denoted as hUnu and h
Un
c in Figure 2.7, can be
computed using Equation 2.14. For 〈ε〉 < 〈εUn〉, following the approach pro-
posed in the previous section, the post-crushing compressive response of the
foam material (orange curve in Figure 2.7) can be computed by imposing the
equilibrium between the uncrushed and crushed layers of foam material, i.e.
1
exp [〈ε〉] =h
Un
u · exp
[
σUn −σ
E
]
+ hUnc ·
[
EL+μ (σUn −XL)
EL+μ(σ−XL)
]μ
. (2.16)
where hUnu =
h
Un
u
h0
and hUnc =
h
Un
c
h0
are, respectively, the normalized thickness of the
uncrushed and crushed layers at unloading initiation.
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For 〈εUn〉< 〈ε〉<εL , the post-crushing compressive response of the foam mater-
ial can be described by Equation 2.9. The residual strain 〈εRe〉 is computed by
solving Equation 2.16 in 〈ε〉 for σ=0, i.e.
〈εRe〉 = − ln
[
hUnu · exp
(
σUn
E
)
+ hUnc ·
(
EL + μ(σUn −XL)
EL −μXL
)μ]
. (2.17)
D: If 〈εUn〉 ≥ εL , the material is entirely crushed at unloading initiation; its post-
crushing compressive response is described by Equation 2.9 and 〈εRe〉= ε˜L (see
Figure 2.3c).
2.3 Numerical implementation
An overview of the numerical implementation of the proposed model is provided in
Figure 2.8; the use of array programming (e.g MATLAB) signiﬁcantly reduces the
running time and simpliﬁes the numerical implementation. The following remarks
should be highlighted:
(i) the input to the model is the applied homogenized strain, expressed as a C0
continuous function f〈ε〉(k), where the real variable k ∈
[
0, kmax
]
acts as a nu-
merical loading time. The code then samples f〈ε〉 to deﬁne a discrete vector of
applied homogenized strain 〈ε〉, with n〈ε〉 strain values. As output, the model
calculates the corresponding nominal stress vector σ;
(ii) the model requires, as input, selected properties of the foam material
{E,EL , Xc, XL , εL}, as well as the experimental σ−〈ε〉 curve within the crushing
regime
[
〈ε〉Exp ,σExpC
]
and the densiﬁcation regime
[
〈ε〉Exp ,σExpD
]
;
(iii) the coeﬃcients
{
ai
}n
i=0
and μ are calculated by means of a nonlinear least-
square ﬁtting of experimental data; such ﬁtting is denoted in Module II.2 and
II.3 with the function Λ, deﬁned as
λ = Λ
([
xExp,yExp
]
, y = g
λi
(x)
)
. (2.18)
The arguments of Λ are the experimental data to be ﬁtted
[
xExp,yExp
]
(where
xExp and yExp are the experimental values of, respectively, the independent
variable x and the dependent variable y) and the analytical expression of the
ﬁtting function y = g
λi
(x), with coeﬃcients λi; the latter (gathered in the vector
λ in Equation 2.18) represent the outcome of Λ;
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Figure 2.8: Numerical implementation of the proposed model.
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(iv) the homogenized strains 〈εE〉 and 〈εD〉, as well as the normalized thicknesses
hu and hc, become discrete vectors (indicated in upright bold in Figure 2.8).
2.4 Model validation
2.4.1 Characterization of the monotonic and cyclic compressive re-
sponse of the Rohacell HERO 71 foam
2.4.1.1 Material
The material analysed experimentally in this work is the polymeric foam ROHA-
CELL HERO 71 by Evonik Industries, a fully-isotropic and closed-cell rigid PMI
(polymethacrylimide) foam. The foam has a nominal relative density ρ∗ = 0.0625,
computed as the ratio of the foam density ρf = 75 kg/mm3 and the PMI density
ρPMI =1200 kg/mm3 [51].
2.4.1.2 Cyclic compressive tests
Six specimens with nominal in-plane dimensions equal to 20.0×20.0mm2 were cut
from 16.3mm-thick panels using a wire saw. For each panel, a reference surface was
identiﬁed so that every specimen cut from the same panel could be identically oriented
when tested. The specimens were conditioned in accordance with Procedure C of the
ASTM D5229 standard [59].
The crushing response of the HERO G3 foam was analysed using ﬂatwise com-
pressive tests as prescribed by the ASTM C365-57 standard [60]. The specimens
were positioned between two ﬂat steel plates and were tested in compression using
an INSTRON 5969 servo-hydraulic machine with a 50 kN load cell at a displacement
rate u˙=0.50mm/min, corresponding to an engineering strain rate e˙≈511μs−1. The
loading platens were coated with silicon spray (PTFE) to minimize frictional eﬀects.
To characterize the response of the HERO foam under compressive cyclic load-
ing, four quasi-static complete unloading-reloading cycles were performed during the
crushing at intervals of 0.15 engineering strain (e˙ ≈ 511μs−1 during both unloading
and subsequent reloading).
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2.4.2 Measured foam properties
The model predictions are compared against experimental results for three diﬀerent
foam materials, two of these from literature (PVC closed-cell Divinycell H100 [45]
and PMI Rohacell WF51 [45]) and a third one characterised speciﬁcally for this
validation (PMI Rohacell HERO 71, see § 2.4.1). Table 2.1 summarizes the measured
properties of the foam materials investigated, along with the parameters required for
the calibration of the proposed model.
Table 2.1: Measured properties and model calibration parameters for the Rohacell
WF51 [45], Divinycell H100 [45] and Rohacell HERO 71 foams.
E EL Xc XL εL ai, i∈ [1, 3] μ
WF51 44.58 21.7120 1.0943 0.9753 0.5235
⎡⎣−5.712112.9557
−6.1876
⎤⎦ 5.1454
(MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (-) (MPa) (-)
H100 35.70 27.8949 1.5000 3.0068 0.5407
⎡⎣ 22.4890−89.0717
130.6767
⎤⎦ 4.9839
(MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (-) (MPa) (-)
HERO 71 39.0701 18.0100 0.9716 2.1067 0.5268
⎡⎣ 8.8664−20.6704
26.5687
⎤⎦ 4.6577
(MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (-) (MPa) (-)
When a clear onset of densiﬁcation cannot be easily identiﬁed on the σ−〈ε〉 curve,
the determination of XL will be semi-arbitrary. This choice will, admittedly, have an
inﬂuence on the predicted reloading compressive modulus. Unlike the PMI foams,
for the PVC Divinycell H100 foam, the onset of densiﬁcation is not characterized by
a clear knee in the σ−〈ε〉 curve; therefore, following Arezoo et al. [52], for this foam
material, the lock-up strain εL is deﬁned as the homogenized compressive strain at
σ=2Xc.
2.4.3 Model predictions
2.4.3.1 Thickness of the crushed layer
Experimental measurements for the thickness of the crushed layer as function of
the applied homogenized strain 〈ε〉 are available only for the HERO 71 foam. The
thickness of the crushed layer was determined through the analysis of the strain
ﬁelds across the foam specimens during progressive crushing; such strain ﬁelds are
obtained using the Digital Image Correlation (DIC) technique. Figure 2.9 compares
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these against model predictions. Since the thickness of the uncrushed and crushed
layers are, for any applied stain 〈ε〉, related by Equation 2.10, only experimental
measurements of hc(〈ε〉) are shown in Figure 2.9.
2.4.3.2 Residual strain
Figure 2.10 compares model predictions against experimental measurements for the
residual strain 〈εRe〉 as a function of the strain at unloading initiation 〈εUn〉, for the
three foam materials considered in this work. Furthermore, the reduction of the error
0.0
0.0
h"i
hu
hc
1.0
h
E 
C D 
Figure 2.9: Thickness of the layer of crushed material: model predictions v.s. ex-
perimental measurements. The normalized thicknesses hu and hc are
calculated by analysing the discontinuous strain ﬁeld within the speci-
men during crushing, using the DIC technique.
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(compared to models assuming a linear elastic post-crushing response) in predicting
the residual strain 〈εRe〉 and denoted as Δξ, is shown in Figure 2.11.
h"
Un
i
h"
Re
i Exp. data - WF51
Exp. data - HERO 71
Mod. pred. - WF51
Mod. pred. - HERO 71
Mod. pred. - H100
Exp. data - H100
Figure 2.10: Residual strain upon complete unloading: model predictions (solid
curves) against experimental measurements, for the WF51, H100 and
HERO 71 foams.
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Figure 2.11: Percentage reduction of the error in predicting the residual strain
upon complete unloading 〈εRe〉 using the proposed model (compared
to models assuming a linear [governed by the elastic modulus of the
undamaged material] post-crushing compressive response). The aver-
age values of the error-reduction obtained for the three foam materials
considered in this work are displayed as dashed lines.
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The error-reduction Δξ is deﬁned as
Δξ = ξM − ξL
ξL
, (2.19)
where ξL and ξM represent, respectively, the errors in predicting the residual strain,
assuming a linear elastic post-crushing compressive response (elastic modulus of the
undamaged material) and using the model proposed in this work. These errors can
be deﬁned as
ξL =
∣∣∣∣∣∣1 − E ·〈εUn〉 − σUnE ·〈εExpRe 〉
∣∣∣∣∣∣ and ξM =
∣∣∣∣∣∣1 −
〈
ε
Num
Re
〉
〈
εExpRe
〉
∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (2.20)
where the residual strain
〈
ε
Num
Re
〉
is computed according to Equation 2.17 and
〈
ε
Exp
Re
〉
is the experimentally measured residual strain. In Figure 2.11, the average values of
Δξ for the WF51, H100 and HERO 71 are indicated.
2.4.3.3 Post-crushing compressive response
In Figure 2.12, model predictions for the post-crushing compressive response are
compared against experimental results (Figure 2.12a for the WF51 foam, Figure 2.12b
for the H110 foam and Figure 2.12c for the HERO 71). Here, the unloading branches
are not displayed for clarity. Moreover, the predictions obtained with the analytical
model presented in this chapter are shown as solid black curves, while dashed black
curves indicate the predicted post-crushing compressive behaviour if a linear response
(with the undamaged elastic modulus) is assumed.
¾
(MPa)
Linear unloading-reloading
(Undamaged elastic modulus)
h"i
(a) Rohacell WF51 foam. Experimental data from Flores-Johnson et al. [45].
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h"i
¾
(MPa)
Linear unloading-reloading
(Undamaged elastic modulus)
(b) Divinycell H100 foam. Experimental data from Flores-Johnson et al. [45].
¾
(MPa)
Linear unloading-reloading
(Undamaged elastic modulus)
h"i
(c) Rohacell HERO 71 foam.
Figure 2.12: Comparison of model predictions (black solid curves) against exper-
imental measurements for the post-crushing compressive response of
the PMI Rohacell WF51 (a), PVC Divinycell H100 (b) and PMI Ro-
hacell HERO 71 (c) foams (dashed black lines indicate the predicted
response if a linear behaviour (with the undamaged elastic modulus)
was assumed).
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2.5 Discussion
2.5.1 Model calibration
From § 2.2, it follows that the calibration of the present model is performed using ex-
perimental measurements obtained exclusively from standard monotonic compressive
tests. Consequently, since the post-crushing response is not replicated (as for example
using phenomenological models, see § 2.1) but rather predicted, the need for carrying
out time-consuming compressive tests including multiple unloading-reloading cycles
is avoided. Therefore, the time required for the experimental characterization of foam
materials can be signiﬁcantly reduced.
Indicatively, the experimental characterization of the cyclic compressive response
of the HERO G3 71 foam (four unloading-reloading cycles) described in § 2.4.1 re-
quires approximately 44 additional minutes per specimen (≈ +157%) compared to
the case when only the monotonic compressive response is characterized.
2.5.2 Thickness of the crushed layer
Figure 2.9 exhibits a good agreement between the predicted and measured thickness
of the crushed layer, with the maximum error being approximately equal to 13.6%).
Furthermore, unlike any other model available in literature that we are aware of, the
formulation proposed in § 2.2 captures the eﬀect of strain hardening during crushing
on the variation of the crushed layer thickness.
2.5.3 Residual strain
Figure 2.10 shows that the present model accurately predicts the value of residual
strain 〈εRe〉 upon complete unloading (σ=0) as a function of the strain at unloading
initiation 〈εUn〉. The residual strain is predicted with a maximum error of about
1.5%, 8.2% and 12.1%, respectively, for the Rohacell WF51, Divinycell H100 and
Rohacell HERO 71 foams.
According to the formulation presented in § 2.2.3, the predicted residual strain
does not account for visco-elastic/plastic strain relaxation eﬀects. For a meaning-
ful comparison, in the experiments, both those available in literature for the WF51
and H100 foams [45], and those performed as part of the work presented in this
chapter (§ 2.4.1), the compressive reloading starts immediately upon complete un-
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loading (σ=0), thus not allowing for any visco-elastic/plastic strain relaxation eﬀects
to take place.
When compared to models assuming a linear elastic behaviour (governed by the
elastic modulus of the undamaged material) for both unloading and subsequent re-
loading, as shown in Figure 2.11, the proposed model is shown to strongly reduce the
error in predicting the residual strain 〈εRe〉. The latter is reduced, on average, by
about 56.6%, 70.8% and 68.3% for the WF51, H100 and HERO 71 foams, respect-
ively.
Although the speciﬁc values summarized in this section are, admittedly, dependent
on the chosen foam materials, they conﬁrm the capabilities of the approach proposed
in this chapter.
2.5.4 Post-crushing compressive response
The comparison of model predictions against experimental measurements (Fig-
ure 2.12) shows the capabilities of the present model in predicting the post-crushing
compressive response of crushable foam materials. Noticeably, the formulation pro-
posed in § 2.2.3 accounts separately for both the linear-elastic contribution of the
uncrushed material layer and the nonlinear contribution of the crushed material layer
to the overall post-crushing compressive response. Thus, unlike for other models
whose calibration requires the same experimental measurements, the model proposed
in this chapter captures the increasingly nonlinear response for large values of strain
at unloading initiation.
2.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, a novel analytical model for predicting the post-crushing compressive
response of crushable foams is presented. The calibration of the model is performed
using experimental measurements obtained exclusively from standard monotonic com-
pressive tests; therefore, the need for performing time-consuming compressive tests
including multiple unloading-reloading cycles is avoided and the eﬀective testing time
signiﬁcantly reduced.
Model predictions were validated against experimental measurements for three
diﬀerent foam materials (two from the literature, and one originally presented in this
chapter). The model is shown to accurately predict the thickness of the crushed
material layer during progressive crushing (maximum error about 13.6%) and, in ad-
dition, the residual after-crushing strain (maximum error ranging from approximately
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1.5% for the WF51 foam to 12.1% for the HERO 71 foam). If compared to other
analytical models whose calibration requires the same experimental measurements,
the present model can predict the residual after-crushing strain with a signiﬁcantly
smaller error, i.e. with an error-reduction ranging from approximately 56.6% for the
WF51 foam to 70.8% for the H100 foam. Furthermore, it is shown that the proposed
model is able to capture the characteristic features of the post-crushing compress-
ive response of crushable foam materials, such as the increasingly nonlinear response
exhibited by the latter for large values of strain at unloading initiation.
The results presented in this chapter demonstrate the relevance of the proposed
model for damage-tolerant design of foam-cored composite sandwich structures.
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Chapter 3
Translaminar fracture toughness
of NCF composites with
multiaxial blankets
3.1 Introduction
As a result of the increasing share of composite materials in sectors where cycle times
and manufacturing costs signiﬁcantly impact the ﬁnal product cost, the development
of inexpensive and automated production methods is crucial [12–15].
The need for cost-eﬀective alternatives to conventional prepreg-based composites
led to the development of Non-Crimp Fabric (NCF) composites [16–18]. When com-
pared to their prepreg-based counterpart, NCF composites oﬀer higher deposition
rates, reduced labour time, higher degree of tailorability and improved impact prop-
erties [19,20,25]. Therefore, NCF composites are widely regarded as one of the most
promising technologies for both aerospace [21, 22] and automotive [23, 24] structural
composites. The growing industrial interest towards NCF composites led to two EU-
funded research projects: FALCOM [25, 26] and TECABS [27, 28], respectively for
aerospace and automotive applications.
Owing to the complex micro-structure of NCF composites, Finite Element (FE)
models have been extensively used to investigate their mechanical response at diﬀer-
ent length-scales [61–64]. Physically-based failure criteria for NCF composites have
been proposed by several authors [25, 65]. Nonetheless, these criteria have not yet
gained general acceptance due to the extremely high number of input parameters
they require, as well as the diﬃculties in measuring the latter.
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Alternatively, state-of-the-art physically-based criteria developed for conventional
unidirectional (UD) composites [66–69] can, in principle, be applied to the analysis of
NCF composites. However, these criteria do not account for the transverse orthotropy
of NCF composites [70]; hence, they require further developments to be capable of
accurately predicting relevant failure mechanisms in NCF composites subjected to
complex 3D stress states. Molker et al. [29,30] have proposed a novel set of physically-
based failure criteria for NCF composites, based on LaRC05 [71], which account for
their transverse orthotropy with an additional failure mode.
Physically-based failure criteria can predict failure at the ply-level and require, as
input data, homogenised ply properties which can be measured mostly from standard
tests. Particularly, translaminar fracture toughnesses are paramount for the damage-
tolerant design of composite structures. Numerous studies have been carried out
to characterise the translaminar fracture toughness of UD-ply prepreg composites,
e.g. glass/epoxy laminates [72, 73], E-glass ﬁbre-reinforced epoxy laminates [74] and
carbon/epoxy laminates [75,76], as well as of woven composites [77,78]. However, to
the knowledge of the author, no work has been published on the measurement of the
translaminar fracture toughness of NCF composites.
To address this, the translaminar fracture toughness of a carbon-epoxy NCF com-
posite laminate with triaxial ([45◦/0◦/−45◦]) blankets is experimentally measured in
this work. The translaminar fracture toughness of both the individual UD ﬁbre tows
and of the triaxial NCF blanket are determined and the concept of a homogenised
NCF blanket-level translaminar fracture toughness was introduced. Furthermore, us-
ing an approach developed for UD-ply prepreg composites [79], it is demonstrated
that the translaminar fracture toughness of oﬀ-axis ﬁbre tows/NCF blankets can be
analytically related to that of axially-loaded ﬁbre tows/NCF blankets.
The present chapter is organized as follows: the experimental method and the data
reduction scheme for the analysis of experimental results are described, respectively,
in § 3.2 and § 3.3; experimental results are presented and discussed in § 3.4. Finally,
the main conclusions are drawn in § 3.5.
3.2 Experimental method
3.2.1 Material system
The material used in this work is a triaxial NCF composite produced by Saertex
GmbH consisting of Toho Tenax HTS ﬁbres and a polyester knitting yarn, infused
with Hexcel RTM6 epoxy resin. The layup of the triaxial NCF blankets, expressed
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in terms of the UD ﬁbre tows, is [45◦/0◦/− 45◦], and their nominal thickness is
equal to 0.375mm (the thickness of the individual ﬁbre tows is 0.125mm). The
nominal membrane properties of the individual ﬁbre tows are listed in Table 3.1;
here, subscripts 1 and 2 denote longitudinal and transverse direction of the ﬁbre
tows.
Table 3.1: Nominal membrane properties of the ﬁbre tows in the triaxial NCF
blanket [80,81].
E1 [GPa] E2 [GPa] G12 [GPa] ν12 [−]
130.00 9.00 4.50 0.26
3.2.2 Specimen and layup conﬁguration
Compact Tension (CT) specimens [75, 82], with dimensions shown in Figure 3.1 and
layups provided in Table 3.2 were cut using a CNC water-jet cutter. The notches
of the specimens were machined using a diamond coated disk-saw to guarantee an
accurate and sharp crack tip [83].
0±
+45±¡45±
P
P
Á 8
14 a0 = 26 25
t
2860
Figure 3.1: CT specimens nominal dimensions (in mm) and ﬁbre directions.
In Table 3.2, each layup is expressed as:
• a tow-level layup, deﬁned considering the orientations of the individual UD ﬁbre
tows within the triaxial NCF blanket;
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• a blanket-level layup, deﬁned homogenising the triaxial NCF blankets as UD
layers oriented as their 0◦ ﬁbre tows.
The translaminar fracture toughness of the NCF laminates is denoted as GAIc
(laminates with layup A) and GBIc (laminates with layup B). Furthermore, we deﬁne:
• a tow-level translaminar fracture toughness (i.e. the translaminar fracture
toughness of the individual UD ﬁbre tows within the NCF blankets), denoted
as G0Ic and G45Ic respectively for the 0◦ and 45◦ ﬁbre tows;
• a blanket-level translaminar fracture toughness (i.e the translaminar fracture
toughness of the entire NCF blankets homogenised as UD layers), denoted as
GNCFIc .
Table 3.2: Layups investigated. The nominal thickness of the laminates is indicated
as tLam and the 0◦ ﬁbre tows are aligned with the direction of the applied
load.
Layup
Layup ID t
Lam Purpose
[mm] Tow-level Blanket-level of layup
A 6.0 [(45◦/0◦/−45◦)s]8 [0◦]16 GNCFIc , G0Ic, G45Ic
B 6.0 [(90◦/45◦/0◦2/−45◦/90◦)s]4 [(45◦/−45◦)s]4 G0Ic, G45Ic
3.2.3 Test method and experimental setup
At least ﬁve CT specimens were tested for each layup indicated in Table 3.2 using
an Instron machine with a 20 kN load cell; the applied displacement rate was equal
to 0.5mm/min. A video strain gage system was used to measure and record the
relative displacement d of two target points drawn on the surface of the specimens
(see Figure 3.2). Load measurements were recorded via the Instron load frame and
synchronized with the relative displacement of the two target points measured by the
video strain gage system.
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Top target 
 point 
Bottom target 
 point 
Figure 3.2: Test set up with target points and scale.
3.3 Data reduction
3.3.1 NCF laminate-level translaminar fracture toughness
The modiﬁed compliance calibration (MCC) method [84] was used to calculate the
NCF laminate translaminar fracture toughness. Unlike other data reduction schemes,
the MCC method does not require optical measurement of the crack length, therefore
reducing the operator-dependence of the results. In addition, for the analysis of lam-
inates with diﬀerent ply orientations, not using the optically measured crack position
on the surface is important as the external plies of the specimen often do not reﬂect
the actual crack front within the specimen during crack propagation, i.e. the crack
front is not necessarily uniform across the specimen thickness.
The MCC method requires the elastic compliance C of the CT specimen to be
determined at several values of the crack length a. For each of the layups in Table 3.2,
an FE model of a half CT specimen (exploiting symmetry) was created in Abaqus [85].
Square 8-noded (S8R5) shell elements with side 
e = 0.5mm were used. The shape
of the initial notch is not explicitly modelled, as the stress intensity factor is not
signiﬁcantly aﬀected by the morphology of the initial opening [86].
A 1N load was applied at the position of the loading pin. The compliance calib-
ration curve C vs. a was obtained in 0.5mm increments of the initial crack length
(across the whole potential crack growth length). The C vs. a data were ﬁtted with
a function of the form [87]
C(a) = (αa + β)χ , (3.1)
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where α, β and χ were calculated to best ﬁt the experimental data for each layup;
the values of α, β and χ for the two layups investigated in this work are provided in
Table 3.3. The compliance calibration curves obtained with FE and the corresponding
MCC method ﬁtting curves are shown in Figure 3.3a (Layup A) and Figure 3.3b
(Layup B).
Table 3.3: Numerical ﬁtting parameters used in the MCC method (units system:
kN; mm).
Layup ID α β χ
A −8.944 × 10−2 4.639 -2.192
B −9.338 × 10−2 4.796 -2.205
Therefore, an eﬀective crack length aeﬀ can be determined using the elastic com-
pliance computed from the load vs. displacement curve as
aeﬀ =
C
1
χ − β
α
. (3.2)
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(a) Layup A (see Table 3.2).
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Figure 3.3: Compliance calibration curves obtained from FE and the MCC method.
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Finally, the translaminar fracture toughness of each layup can be calculated as
GLamIc =
P 2c
2t
dC
da , (3.3)
where Pc is the measured load that propagates the crack.
3.3.2 Fibre tow-level translaminar fracture toughness
3.3.2.1 Relating the toughness of the individual ﬁbre tows to the tough-
ness of the laminate
The fracture toughness of the individual UD ﬁbre tows can be obtained from that of
the NCF laminate using a rule of mixture [75, 88]. Thus, the translaminar fracture
toughness of the layups investigated in this work, and respectively denoted as GAIc
and GBIc, can be expressed as
GAIc =
t0A
tA
G0Ic +
t45A
tA
G45Ic and (3.4)
GBIc =
t0B
tB
G0Ic +
t45B
tB
G45Ic +
t90B
tB
G90Ic . (3.5)
where:
• G0Ic, G45Ic and G90Ic are, respectively, the translaminar fracture toughness of the
0◦, 45◦ and 90◦ ﬁbre tows;
• t0K, t45K and t90K are, respectively, the total thicknesses of the 0◦, 45◦ and 90◦ ﬁbre
tows within specimens with generic layup K.
Therefore, assuming that the intralaminar fracture toughness G90Ic is negligible
when compared to the translaminar fracture toughness of the 0◦ and 45◦ ﬁbre tows
(G90Ic << G0Ic, G45Ic ) [75], G0Ic and G45Ic can be obtained, respectively, as
G0Ic =
[
tAt
45
B
t0At
45
B − t45A t0B
]
·GAIc −
[
t45A tB
t0At
45
B − t45A t0B
]
·GBIc , (3.6)
G45Ic =
[
t0AtB
t0At
45
B − t45A t0B
]
·GBIc −
[
tAt
0
B
t0At
45
B − t45A t0B
]
·GAIc . (3.7)
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3.3.2.2 Relating the toughness of the oﬀ-axis ﬁbre tows to that of the 0◦
and 90◦ ﬁbre tows
Teixeira [79] investigated the crack propagation across oﬀ-axis plies in prepreg-based
CFRPs and showed that a crack propagates across 45◦ plies through a combination
of tensile ﬁbre failure (as in 0◦ plies under translaminar tension (dashed blue curves
Figure 3.4)) and splits in between ﬁbres (as in 90◦ plies under intralaminar tension
(dashed red curves in Figure 3.4)). Thus, the translaminar fracture toughness of
oﬀ-axis plies can, in principle, be expressed as a function of the 0◦ plies translaminar
fracture toughness and of the 90◦ plies intralaminar toughness.
Therefore, from geometrical considerations, the translaminar fracture toughness
of oﬀ-axis plies (at an angle α with respect to the 0◦ ﬁbre tows), denoted as GαIc, can
be estimated as [79]
GαIc = cos(α) · G0Ic + sin(α) · G90Ic . (3.8)
In the present work, we use the same relation for oﬀ-axis ﬁbre tows in an NCF ar-
chitecture. Therefore, rearranging Equation 3.8 and neglecting G90Ic , the translaminar
fracture toughness of the 0◦ plies can be independently calculated from the translam-
Tensile 
fibre failure 
Splits 
between fibre 
0 ±
®
(G 0
Ic
) (G 90
Ic
)
Macroscopic  
crack-propagation 
direction  
Figure 3.4: Micrograph of a crack propagating across oﬀ-axis plies (angle α) in a
prepreg-based composite laminate, after [79].
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inar fracture toughnesses of layups A and B, i.e.
G0Ic =
⎡⎢⎢⎣ tK
t0K +
√
2
2 ·t
45
K
⎤⎥⎥⎦·GKIc , K ∈ {A,B} . (3.9)
3.3.3 NCF blanket-level translaminar fracture toughness
Finite Element models of NCF composite laminates are often created by modelling
the multi-axial NCF blankets as a single layer of material with homogenised proper-
ties. Therefore, physically-based failure criteria as those reviewed in § 3.1 require, in
addition to the translaminar fracture toughness of the individual UD ﬁbre tows, also
the NCF blanket-level translaminar fracture toughness.
The translaminar fracture toughness of the triaxial NCF blanket investigated in
this work can be directly evaluated from the measured translaminar fracture tough-
ness of layup A, i.e.
GNCFIc = GAIc (3.10)
or, following the approach detailed in § 3.3.2.2, from the measured translaminar
fracture toughness of layup B, i.e.
GNCFIc =
√
2 ·GBIc . (3.11)
3.4 Results and discussion
3.4.1 Load displacement curves
Figure 3.5 shows the experimental load vs. displacement curves for layup A (Fig-
ure 3.5a) and layup B (Figure 3.5b). All the CT specimens tested exhibited a stick-
slip crack-growth during testing. Initial failure of the CT specimens was taken as
the ﬁrst signiﬁcant load-drop in the load-displacement curves. Final failure of the
CT specimens corresponded to compressive failure near the edge opposite to the load
application (last signiﬁcant load-drop in the load-displacement curves).
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(a) Layup A (see Table 3.2).
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(b) Layup B (see Table 3.2).
Figure 3.5: Experimental load (P ) vs. displacement (d) curves for the layups in-
vestigated.
3.4.2 Translaminar fracture toughness
3.4.2.1 NCF laminate-level translaminar fracture toughness
Figure 3.6 shows the R-curves for layup A (Figure 3.6a) and layup B (Figure 3.6b).
Fracture toughness initiation values are deﬁned as the intersection between the dashed
lines at an angle and the vertical axes; although an R-curve eﬀect could be inferred, no
meaningful propagation values were obtained as a result of the premature compressive
failure of the CT specimens. The average values of the translaminar initiation fracture
toughness of layup A and B are provided in Figure 3.7; the corresponding coeﬃcients
of variation are provided in brackets.
3.4.2.2 Fibre tow-level translaminar fracture toughness
The average values of the translaminar fracture toughness for the UD ﬁbre tows
are shown in Figure 3.8; the corresponding coeﬃcients of variation are provided in
brackets. The leftmost and rightmost columns indicate the fracture toughness of
the 0◦ and 45◦ ﬁbre tows obtained using, respectively, Equations 3.6 and 3.7, i.e.
from both GAIc and GBIc. The second and third columns (from the left) indicate the
fracture toughness of the 0◦ ﬁbre tows predicted independently from GAIc and GBIc,
using Equation 3.9.
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(a) Layup A (see Table 3.2).
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(b) Layup B (see Table 3.2).
Figure 3.6: R-curves for NCF laminate-level translaminar fracture toughness.
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Figure 3.7: NCF laminate-level translaminar fracture toughnesses (initiation val-
ues).
Quantitatively, the diﬀerence between the average value of G0Ic computed using
both GAIc and GBIc (see Equation 3.6) and that computed exclusively from GAIc is approx-
imately equal to 5%: furthermore, the diﬀerence between the value of G0Ic computed
using both GAIc and GBIc and that computed exclusively from GBIc is approximately
equal to 3%. With regards to the scatter, because Equation 3.9 uses information
from both the 0◦ ﬁbre tows and the 45◦ ﬁbre tows, while Equation 3.6 uses only
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information from the 0◦ ﬁbre tows, the scatter in the measurements is signiﬁcantly
reduced by using the analytical model expressed in Equation 3.8.
Therefore, knowing the translaminar fracture toughness of the 0◦ ﬁbre tows the
approach outlined in § 3.3.2.2 allows accurate prediction of the translaminar fracture
toughness of oﬀ-axis ﬁbre tows. Hence, only the translaminar fracture toughness
of the 0◦ ﬁbre tows may be needed to estimate the translaminar fracture tough-
ness of laminates with complex layups (with several diﬀerently-oriented oﬀ-axis ﬁbre
tows). Although further veriﬁcation is needed for other values of the angle α (see
Equation 3.8), this result is particularly relevant for the design of NCF composite
laminates to be used in large-scale structural applications.
3.4.2.3 NCF blanket-level translaminar fracture toughness
Figure 3.9 shows the average values of the translaminar fracture toughness of the
NCF blanket computed according to Equation 3.10 and Equation 3.11 (approximate
diﬀerence of 2%); the corresponding coeﬃcients of variation are provided in brackets.
This result conﬁrms the validity of the approach detailed in § 3.3.2.2 also for the
prediction of the translaminar fracture toughness of oﬀ-axis NCF blankets.
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Figure 3.8: Fibre tow-level translaminar fracture toughness (initiation value).
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Figure 3.9: NCF blanket-level translaminar fracture toughness (initiation value).
3.5 Conclusions
In this work, the translaminar initiation fracture toughness of a carbon-epoxy NCF
composite laminate with triaxial ([45◦/0◦/−45◦]) blankets was measured using a Com-
pact Tension (CT) test; no meaningful propagation values could be determined, as a
result of premature compressive failure of the CT specimens. The translaminar frac-
ture toughness of the individual UD ﬁbre tows was related to that of the NCF laminate
and the concept of an homogenised blanket-level translaminar fracture toughness was
introduced.
In this work, translaminar fracture toughness values were computed neglecting
the eﬀect of possible delaminations (inter- and intra-blanket), see Section 3.2.1. Since
NCF blankets are stacked such that adjacent ﬁbre tows belonging to diﬀerent blankets
have the same orientation (for both Layup A and Layup B), inter-laminar delamina-
tions are prevented. Moreover, the transverse stitching yarns inhibit the propagation
of intra-laminar delaminations.
Using an approach developed for UD-ply prepreg composites [79], it is demon-
strated that the translaminar fracture toughness of oﬀ-axis ﬁbre tows/NCF blankets
can be analytically related to that of axially-loaded ﬁbre tows/NCF blankets. The
percentage diﬀerence between the values obtained experimentally and those predicted
using such analytical approach is, for the material system investigated in this work,
lower than 5%. Furthermore, using the analytical model allows to reduce signiﬁcantly
the scatter in the measurements.
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Therefore, the translaminar fracture toughness of laminates with complex layups
(with several diﬀerently-oriented oﬀ-axis ﬁbre tows and oﬀ-axis NCF blankets) can be
accurately estimated from the translaminar fracture toughness of axially-loaded ﬁbre
tows/NCF blankets. This result is highly relevant for the design of NCF composite
laminates to be used in large-scale structural applications.
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Multiple length/time-scale
simulation of localized damage
in composite structures using a
Mesh Superposition Technique
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Motivation
Numerical simulation of the mechanical response of large composite components often
requires that diﬀerent parts of the structure are modelled at diﬀerent scales, eventually
even using diﬀerent physics. Multiscale modelling techniques can achieve the required
level of accuracy in each part of the model while maintaining the computational time
to a minimum. Within this framework, the development of suitable techniques for
coupling areas of the structure discretized using diﬀerent element types is crucial.
However, the coupling of subdomains discretized with ﬁnite elements of diﬀerent
physical dimension/formulation can introduce artiﬁcial stresses at the shared bound-
aries [89, 90]. Therefore, the stress ﬁeld within the structure and its mechanical
response may not be correctly simulated; as a result, in problems involving failure,
the damage pattern might not be faithfully replicated. Additionally, in dynamic prob-
lems, the interfaces between diﬀerently-discretized subdomains may artiﬁcially reﬂect
stress waves [91,92].
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4.1.2 3D solid elements and 2D shell elements for laminated com-
posites
The typical ﬁnite elements used for modelling composite structures can be gathered
into three categories: (i) three-dimensional solid elements, (ii) two-dimensional shell
elements and (iii) three-dimensional shell elements.
To correctly capture the bending response, when using 3D solid elements, several
elements are required through-the-thickness of the laminate, typically one per ply.
Furthermore, due to their propensity to shear-locking, their aspect-ratio must be
kept close to unity. From these two considerations, it follows that models relying
only on 3D solid elements are often computationally unaﬀordable.
Two-dimensional shell ﬁnite elements, based on Equivalent Single Layer Theories
(ELST) [93, 94], represent a computationally more convenient alternative for model-
ling thin-walled structures. However, the simplifying assumptions of ELST are, often,
too restrictive for the analysis of laminated composites (for instance, the continuity
assumption made for the displacement ﬁeld and its derivatives leads to continuous
out-of-plane shear strains). To overcome this limitation, 2D shell elements based
on Layer-wise theories [95] might be considered. For the latter, a piecewise con-
tinuous through-the-thickness displacement ﬁeld is assumed and, therefore, strain-
discontinuity at the plies interfaces can be modelled.
An intermediate approach between 2D shell elements and 3D solid elements is
represented by the degenerated three-dimensional shell elements whose formulation
is based on two-dimensional kinematic constraints [96, 97]. This type of elements
represents a compromise between the computational eﬃciency of 2D shell elements
and the modelling ﬂexibility of 3D solid elements. Moreover, being shear-locking free,
the aspect-ratio limitations of the 3D solid elements are overcome. Nonetheless, the
underlying two-dimensional formulation does not provide an accurate description of
the out-of-plane displacement and interlaminar stress ﬁelds, critical for delamination
evaluations.
4.1.3 Multi-dimensional ﬁnite elements coupling
From the the previous section, it follows that 3D solid elements should be used for
discretizing the area of the structure, denoted as local subdomain, where signiﬁcant
three-dimensional stress ﬁelds are likely to occur, e.g. indentation/impact locations
and where interlaminar damage ought to be modelled. For the remaining portion of
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the structure, referred to as global subdomain (generally the largest portion), either
3D or 2D shell elements are preferable.
Several local/global approaches for coupling diﬀerently-discretized subdomains
have been proposed, such as mixed-dimensional coupling approaches based on multi-
point constraint (MPC) [89]. The MPC equations can be obtained by equating the
work done by the local and global subdomains at the shared interface; a perturbation
solution can then be exploited to determine the stress distribution across the thickness
of the lower-dimension elements [89]. Compared to the Shell-to-Solid coupling option
available in the ﬁnite element software Abaqus [98], the method is shown to elimin-
ate the undesirable stress disturbances at the interface between diﬀerently-discretized
subdomains in the case of isotropic elastic material. However, the local/global coup-
ling must be carried at a suﬃcient distance from boundaries and/or discontinuities
in the model [99]. In addition, the accurate derivation of the MPC equations for
composite materials may become impracticable [100].
An alternative approach hinges on the use of ad-hoc transition elements as sug-
gested by Da´vila [90]. In this work, two transition elements have been formulated,
i.e. one based on the Mindlin-Reissner [101,102] kinematic assumptions and a second
one based on a higher-order theory similar to that developed by Tessler [103]. The
stiﬀness matrices KTr of the transition elements are constructed from the stiﬀness
matrices K of traditional three-dimensional elements and a restraint matrix R. Res-
ults show that, using the lower-order transition elements, it is possible to accurately
model the stress ﬁelds within both the local and global models. However, within
the transition elements themselves, a stress boundary layer where the interlaminar
normal and shear stresses are largely overestimated, is obtained. Transition elements
based on an higher-order shell theory strongly mitigate such spurious stresses [90].
Alternatively, the global and local subdomains can be coupled using an uncoupled
global/local approach where the displacement ﬁelds computed using the global model
produce the boundary conditions for the local one. The mechanical responses of the
local and global models are simulated separately and the sequence of global/local
analyses can be either run once (see, as an example, the Submodelling procedure
implemented in Abaqus [85]) or iteratively, until the force/momentum convergence is
reached at the global/local interface.
Reinoso et al. compared the Submodelling technique to Shell-to-Solid coupling
[104,105]. Here, the two approaches have been applied to the global/local FE analysis
of debonding failure at the skin-stringer joint within an aeronautical component. The
analysis was limited to the ﬁrst stages of damage propagation, and the size of the
local models was chosen to be suﬃciently larger than the ﬁnal expected damaged
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zone. As the applied load and therefore the damage area grow, stress disturbances
were observed at the local/global boundaries for both approaches.
The computational advantage provided by generic global/local approaches is en-
hanced if the size of the three-dimensional local model is kept to a minimum. However,
the transition between subdomains discretized using ﬁnite elements with diﬀerent di-
mension/formulation should be located such that the stress ﬁeld in the local subdo-
main has decayed to the form assumed in the formulation of the ﬁnite elements used
in the global subdomain. Further, the global/local transition should be suﬃciently
distant from any perturbation such as boundaries or damaged zones.
The inﬂuence of the distance of the global/local transition from the delamin-
ation front was investigated by Krueger et al. for the cases of delaminated test
specimens [106, 107] as well as skin/stringer debonding in a composite aircraft com-
ponent [108,109]. Results, provided in terms of the mixed-mode strain energy release
rates computed using the VCCT, demonstrate that, for an acceptable agreement with
the reference solution, a minimum length of which the local subdomain needs to be
extended, both ahead and in the wake of delamination front, can be identiﬁed.
Bridging methods for coupling continuum models with atomistic models [110,111],
as well as discrete element models and ﬁnite element models [112–114], have been
presented in the literature. In the approach described by Belytschko and Xiao [110,
111], coupled subdomains overlap at the shared interface as in the method presented
here.
In this chapter, a new local/global coupling approach based on a Mesh Super-
position Technique (MST) is proposed. The interfaces between subdomains whose
FE discretizations consist of diﬀerent element types are replaced by transition regions
where the corresponding discretizations are superposed. The theoretical details of the
MST, as well as the key aspects of its FE implementation, are presented in § 4.2. The
MST is applied to the multiple length/time-scales analysis of a low-velocity impact
on a composite plate [115, 116] in § 4.3. Results of this analysis are presented and
discussed, respectively, in § 4.4 and § 4.5. Finally, conclusions are drawn in § 4.6.
4.2 Mesh Superposition Technique
4.2.1 Theory
In the literature, techniques involving superposed elements occupying the same phys-
ical space have been used to address problems in which meshing is challenging, such
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as in meso-scale modelling of woven composites [117–120]. In the MST we propose
here, we also make use of superposed elements, albeit in a more generic way.
Let us consider a deformable body B occupying the domain ω(t) ∈ R3, where
with R3 we denote the three-dimensional euclidean space, for any instant of time
t > 0 (Figure 4.1). The domain occupied by the deformable body at instant t = 0
is indicated with Ω and, the position vector of each point P ∈ B in the reference
conﬁguration is denoted as X.
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Figure 4.1: Mesh Superposition Technique. In the reference conﬁguration, domain
Ω is decomposed into the subdomains ΩA and ΩB which overlap over
the subdomain Ωs. Dirichlet and von Neumann boundary conditions
are applied over speciﬁc portions of the boundary Γ=∂Ω.
Let the boundary of Ω be Γ=∂Ω, and assume that Dirichlet boundary conditions
are applied over the subset Γu ⊂ Γ, while von Neumann boundary conditions are
applied over the subset Γt⊂Γ.
We consider domain Ω to be subdivided into subdomains ΩA and ΩB, whose
intersection is Ωs ≡ΩA ∩ ΩB = ∅. Additionally, the subdomains ΩA and ΩB can be
conveniently decomposed, as shown in Figure 4.1, into an overlapping portion Ωs and
a non-overlapping one deﬁned as
Ω̂i=Ωi\Ωs for i=A,B. (4.1)
Let ρ(X) and ρ(X)u¨(X,t) be, respectively, the material mass density and the
inertia forces per unit volume. The applied body force and the Piola traction vector
are denoted by B(X,t) and T(X,t) respectively. Given the applied Dirichlet and von
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Neumann boundary conditions, the principle of virtual work can be expressed as∫
Ω
S :δEdΩ +
∫
Ω
ρu¨·δu dΩ=
∫
Ω
B·δudΩ +
∫
Γt
T·δu dΓ , (4.2)
where δE(X,t) is the virtual variation of the Green-Lagrange strain tensor, and S(X,t)
is the second Piola-Kirchhoﬀ stress tensor.
Within subdomain Ωs, where univocal deﬁnitions of the second Piola-Kirchhoﬀ
stress tensor S(X,t) and of the material density ρ(X) do not exist, the terms of the
principle of virtual work can be expressed as the linear combination of the contribu-
tions of the overlapping subdomains. These contributions are scaled by non-negative
scalar-valued weighting factors ψi(X), continuous over the subdomain Ωs.
The internal virtual work δWint, the external virtual work δWext and the inertial
virtual work δWkin can, therefore, be expressed as:
δWint(u,δu) =
∫
Ωs
∑
i∈{A,B}
[
ψi(X)Si
]
:δEdΩ +
∑
i∈{A,B}
[ ∫
Ω̂i
Si :δEdΩ
]
,
δWext(u,δu) =
∫
Ωs
∑
i∈{A,B}
[
ψi(X)Bi
]
·δu dΩ +
∑
i∈{A,B}
[ ∫
Ω̂i
Bi · δu dΩ
]
+
∫
Γt
T·δu dΓ ,
δWkin(u,δu) =
∫
Ωs
∑
i∈{A,B}
[
ψi(X)ρi
]
u¨·δu dΩ +
∑
i∈{A,B}
[ ∫
Ω̂i
ρiu¨·δu dΩ
]
,
(4.3)
with Si and ρi being the second Piola-Kirchhoﬀ stress tensors and the material mass
densities of subdomains Ωi; the applied body forces to subdomains Ωi are denoted
by Bi.
From Equation 4.3 it follows that, within the subdomain Ωs, an equivalent second
Piola-Kirchhoﬀ stress tensor Ss and and equivalent material mass density ρs can be
deﬁned as
Ss(X,t)=
∑
i∈{A,B}
ψi(X)Si(X,t) and ρs(X) =
∑
i∈{A,B}
ψi(X)ρi(X). (4.4)
Similar considerations hold for the applied body forces Bi. To satisfy the con-
servation of energy principle, the collection of weighting factors ψi(X) must be a
partition of unity of subdomain Ωs, i.e.∑
i∈{A,B}
ψi(X)=1 ∀ X∈Ωs. (4.5)
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4.2.1.1 Weighting factors computation
The weighting factors ψA(X) and ψB(X) are computed for every point P (X) :X∈Ωs
as function of the relative distance from two generic surfaces SA and SB, see Figure 4.2,
that do not necessarily coincide with Γ̂A and Γ̂B, i.e. the interfaces shared by Ωs with
Ω̂A and Ω̂B, respectively.
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dB
Figure 4.2: Distances used for the computation of the weighting factors ψA and ψB.
The procedure to compute ψA(X) and ψB(X) consists of the following steps:
(i) Using the Level Set Method [121], evaluate the signed distances dA and dB of
point P (X) from surfaces SA and SB. Letting the closest points to P (X) on
SA and SB be denoted, respectively, as A(XA) and B(XB) (see Figure 4.2), dA
and dB can be expressed as
dA=‖XA−X‖ and dB =‖XB−X‖ . (4.6)
(ii) Compute distances d, a and b, shown in Figure 4.2, as
d=‖XB−XA‖ , a= |(XB−X) · (XB−XA)|
d
, b= |(XA−X) · (XB−XA)|
d
(4.7)
(iii) Assign weighting factors ψA(X) and ψB(X) as:
ψA(X)=
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
0 ⇐ dA >d
a
d
⇐ dA, dB <d
1 ⇐ dB ≥d
and ψB(X)=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 ⇐ dB >d
b
d
⇐ dA, dB <d
1 ⇐ dA ≥d
(4.8)
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From the deﬁnitions provided in Equations 4.6-4.8, we infer that ψA(X) and
ψB(X) are continuous over Ωs, and that the Partition of Unity condition (see Equa-
tion 4.5) is automatically satisﬁed.
4.2.2 Finite Element implementation
To derive the ﬁnite element equations associated to the problem formulated in Equa-
tion 4.2, let subdomains ΩA and ΩB be discretized with elements ejA and e
j
B , respect-
ively, and let the corresponding integration domains be Ω
ejA
and Ω
ejB
, such that
⋃
ejA∈EA
Ω
ejA
≡ ΩA and
⋃
ejB∈EB
Ω
ejB
≡ ΩB , (4.9)
where EA =
{
ejA
}
and EB =
{
ejB
}
indicate the sets of elements with support in
subdomains ΩA and ΩB as shown in Figure 4.3.
bEA
bEB
EsA
=
MST region
EsB
S SS
S
=
Figure 4.3: FE meshes of the superposed subdomains ΩA and ΩB. Within the MST
region, the two meshes are superposed and the corresponding stiﬀness
and mass matrices scaled, in order to satisfy the conservation of energy
principle.
Proceeding as in § 4.2.1, EA and EB can be further decomposed as EA = ÊA∪EsA
and EB = ÊB ∪ EsB, where ÊA and ÊB are the sets of elements whose support is,
respectively, in subdomains Ω̂A and Ω̂B. In addition, EsA ⊂ EA and EsB ⊂ EB denote
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the sets of elements which of overlap over the transition region (indicated in Figure 4.3
as MST region), i.e.
⋃
ejA∈ÊA
Ω
ejA
≡ Ω̂A ,
⋃
ejB∈ÊB
Ω
ejB
≡ Ω̂B and
⋃
ejA∈EsA
Ω
ejA
≡
⋃
ejB∈EsB
Ω
ejB
≡ Ωs. (4.10)
From Equation 4.3, the stiﬀness matrices of elements within the MST region, i.e.
ejA ∈EsA and ejB ∈EsB, are given by
Ks
ejA
=
∫
Ω
e
j
A
[
BT
ejA
: ψA(X)
(
I ⊗ SA + FCAFT
)
: B
ejA
]
dΩ
ejA
and
Ks
ejB
=
∫
Ω
e
j
B
[
BT
ejB
: ψB(X)
(
I ⊗ SB + FCBFT
)
: B
ejB
]
dΩ
ejB
.
(4.11)
where B
ejA
and B
ejB
are the shape functions derivatives matrices of ﬁnite ele-
ments ejA and e
j
B , respectively. In addition, Ci is the fourth-order material elasticity
tensor associated to subdomains Ωi, F is the deformation gradient and I identiﬁes
the identity matrix.
The values of ψA(X) and ψB(X) can be assigned to each element through suitable
nodal values, and the element’s shape functions may be used for their evaluation at
every internal point. Alternatively, if the variation of ψA(X) and ψB(X) inside each
element is neglected, then the centroid value can be used to scale the constitutive
properties uniformly for the entire element. Since ψA(X) and ψB(X) are computed
as function of the elements’ coordinates in the undeformed conﬁguration, their values
do not change as the body deforms.
Following a similar approach to the one used to deﬁne the stiﬀness matrices in
Equation 4.11, the mass matrices of elements ejA ∈ ÊA and ejB ∈ ÊB are computed as
Ms
ejB
=
∫
Ω
e
j
A
ψA(X)ρANTejA
N
ejA
dΩ
ejA
and
Ms
ejB
=
∫
Ω
e
j
B
ψB(X)ρBNTejB
N
ejB
dΩ
ejB
.
(4.12)
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4.3 Application: Multiple length/time-scale analysis of
low-velocity impact on a composite plate
4.3.1 Problem description
The MST is applied for simulating the low-velocity impact response of [0◦3/90◦3]s
cross-ply laminates made of HS160/REM graphite/epoxy [115, 116]. The specimens
were rectangular with a 65.0mm × 87.5mm in-plane area and a nominal thickness
h of 2.0mm. The specimens were impacted with a 2.3 kg hemispherical impactor
12.5mm in diameter and were simply supported on a steel plate with a rectangular
(45.0mm × 67.5mm) opening.
An impact energy of 3.1 J was used in the experiments [115, 116]; the impact-
induced damage consists of an initial tensile matrix crack in the distal 0◦ layers,
followed by a two-lobe shaped delamination at the bottom 0◦/90◦ interface as shown
in Figure 4.4.
Tensile 
matrix  
crack 
Two-lobe  
shaped  
delamination 
11.75 mm 
11.75 mm 
0° 
Figure 4.4: Impact-induced damage pattern on [0◦3/90◦3]s laminate. X-rays analysis
shows that the main failure modes are represented by a tensile matrix
cracking of the distal 0◦3 sublaminate (green) and by a two-lobe shaped
delamination at the bottom 0◦/90◦ interface (red), after [116].
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4.3.2 Finite Element models
Composite structures subjected to low-velocity impact of small objects experience
localized damage conﬁned within the area surrounding the impact location [122].
Therefore, to accurately simulate such localized damage, while maintaining the re-
quired computational cost to a minimum, diﬀerent parts of the structure need to be
modelled at diﬀerent length-scales. More precisely, the area surrounding the impact
location can be conveniently modelled at the meso-scale while the remaining of the
structure being modelled at the macro-scale [123]. In the following, we will refer to
the area modelled at the meso-scale, either as meso-scale region or local region, as
opposed to the remaining area, referred to as the macro-scale region or global region.
The in-plane area of the meso-scale region will be denoted as Ameso =Lmeso×Wmeso
while, Atot=L×W is the panel’s in-plane area, see Figure 4.5a. In the work presented
here, the panel’s in-plane area Atot was kept constant, while the width Wmeso and
the length Lmeso of the meso-scale region were varied.
R
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x
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(a) Schematic (not in scale) with layup and
dimensions of plate and impactor.
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elements
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Top
face
(b) FL model.
Figure 4.5: Schematic of the impacted specimens with deﬁnition of the meso-scale
region (a) and the FL model used to obtain the reference solution (b).
Within the meso-scale region, the diﬀerently-oriented sublaminates are individu-
ally modelled, as well as the interfaces between them. To correctly capture the three-
dimensional stress ﬁeld at the impact location, 3D solid elements are used in this
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region. The remaining of the structure, modelled at the macro-scale, is conveniently
discretized using either 3D or conventional 2D shell elements.
FE models of the impacted composite plates were built using the ﬁnite elements
software Abaqus (6.12-1) [85], through the in-built Python scripting facilities [124].
Because of the symmetry, only one quarter of the specimen was modelled and only
the portion of the specimen within the rectangular opening was considered, as schem-
atically shown in Figure 4.5a. The impactor’s deformations were assumed negli-
gibly small and, therefore, it was modelled using rigid surface elements (R3D4); the
impactor-plate contact interaction was simulated by surface-to-surface contact ele-
ments between the impactor surface and the top surface of the plate.
The reference solution of the problem in § 4.3.1 was obtained with a fully local
model, denoted as FL model and shown in Figure 4.5b. Here, the plies are uniformly
discretized using eight-noded reduced-integration solid elements (C3D8R) and co-
hesive elements were inserted at the bottom 0◦/90◦ interface over the entire plate’s
in-plane area Atot.
The MST was applied for both a 3D/3D coupling and a 3D/2D coupling. In
total, four multi-scale models were built: (i) two models with a sudden discretization-
transition between the meso-scale and the macro-scale region, denoted as 3D/3D ST
(Figure 4.6a) and 3D/2D ST (Figure 4.7a) and (ii) two models where the sudden
discretization-transition of the ST models is replaced by a transition region over
which the discretizations are superposed, and referred to as 3D/3D MST (Figure 4.6b)
and 3D/2D MST (Figure 4.7b). A constant width of four elements in the laminate’s
plane was considered for the MST region.
To model interlaminar failure, a layer of cohesive elements (COH3D8) was inserted
at the bottom 0◦/90◦ interface while two rows of cohesive elements, placed at the
symmetry plane parallel to the 0◦-plies direction, were used to simulate tensile matrix
cracking (see Figures 4.5b-4.7b). A mixed-mode bilinear traction-separation law was
used to simulate the softening and fracture response [125, 126]. A quadratic stress-
based criterion and a linear energy-based criterion were assumed, respectively, for
damage initiation and propagation.
The material properties used by Aymerich et al. [115] in their simulations are
shown in Table 4.1. Although they did not use the typical assumption of transverse
isotropy, we used the same properties in our simulations so that meaningful compar-
ison can be drawn. The cohesive properties of the interfaces were calibrated against
experimental data from static Mode I (DCB) and Mode II (ENF) fracture tests on
unidirectional laminates [115].
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(a) 3D/3D ST model.
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(b) 3D/3D MST model.
Figure 4.6: ST and MST models used for the 3D/3D meso/macro coupling. 3D solid
elements and 3D shell elements are displayed, respectively, in blue and
green, while the cohesive elements are shown in red.
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(a) 3D/2D ST model.
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(b) 3D/2D MST model.
Figure 4.7: ST and MST models used for the 3D/2D meso/macro coupling. 3D solid
elements and conventional 2D shell elements are displayed, respectively,
in blue and green, while the cohesive elements are shown in red.
4.3.2.1 Multiple length-scale analysis
Within the meso-scale region (see Figure 4.5a), composite plies were discretized us-
ing eight-noded reduced-integration solid elements (C3D8R) and delamination initi-
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Table 4.1: Elastic properties of the plies, cohesive properties of the interfaces, and
density used by Aymerich et al. [115].
E1 E2 =E33 G12 = G13 = G23 ν12 = ν13 = ν23 ρ
93.7 GPa 7.45 GPa 3.97 GPa 0.261 1600 kg/m3
kN N GIc
120 GPa/mm 30 MPa 520 J/m2
kS = kT S = T GIIc = GIIIc
43 GPa/mm 80 MPa 970 J/m2
ation/propagation at the bottom 0◦/90◦ interface was taken into account using co-
hesive elements. Within the macro-scale region, for the 3D/3D models, eight-noded
reduced integration 3D shell elements (SC8R) were used; the latter were replaced by
conventional four-noded reduced-integration 2D shell elements (S4R) for the 3D/2D
models. Both 3D and 2D shell elements were not integrated though-the-thickness
during the analysis; therefore, no additional integration points were needed.
For all models, a constant in-plane element length 
e =0.25mm was adopted for
the entire structure and, a thickness hcohe =20μm was used for the cohesive elements.
Each of the 0◦3 and 90◦3 sublaminates were discretized with two elements through their
thickness when three-dimensional (solid or shell) elements were used.
Simply supported boundary conditions were enforced either by constraining the
z-displacement of the nodes initially lying on the edges of rectangular supporting
opening (3D/3D models), or through speciﬁc MPC equations prescribed at the shell
elements’ nodes on the outer edges of the panel (3D/2D models). Further MPC
equations were prescribed at the shell-to-solid interfaces including, for the 3D/2D
MST model, the nodes within the MST regions.
Simulations were performed using Abaqus/Explicit with a constant time step
Δt = 10ns (Δtstable ≈ 16.22 ns) and the total analysis time was equal to 4ms. No
mass scaling was considered during the simulations and enhanced hourglass control
was used for reduced-integration elements.
4.3.2.2 Multiple length and time-scale analysis
In addition to the multiple length-scale approach introduced in § 4.3.2.1, a multi-
solver technique can be exploited. In the latter, diﬀerent solvers can be used to
simulate the mechanical response of diﬀerent portions of the structure, depending
on where they are expected to provide the most computationally eﬃcient solution.
Considering the problem in § 4.3.1, material failure and complex contact interactions
at the impact location are best analysed using FE solvers based on explicit time-
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(a) ST multi time/length-scale model.
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Figure 4.8: Multiple length/time-scale models. The 3D/2D ST and MST models are
decomposed into an explicit and an implicit sub-model which interact
through the interface nodes displayed in red.
integration schemes, e.g. Abaqus/Explicit, while the elastic behaviour of light and
stiﬀ components can, more eﬃciently, be simulated with FE solvers using implicit
time-integration schemes, e.g. Abaqus/Standard.
The use of diﬀerent solvers leads to the deﬁnition of multiple time-scales at which
the structural response is simulated, i.e. an explicit/micro time-scale and an impli-
cit/macro time-scale. The former is characterized by a high number of short and
relatively inexpensive time-steps, while a reduced number of larger time-steps are
required when implicit integrators are used, due to their unconditional stability.
Within this framework, the 3D/2D ST and MST models were decomposed into an
explicit and an implicit sub-model as shown in Figure 4.8. The 3D/2D coupling,
either using a sudden discretization-transition (Figure 4.8a) or the proposed MST
(Figure 4.8b), is carried out within the explicit sub-model.
Simulations were performed using Abaqus/Explicit for the explicit sub-model with
a constant time-step ΔtXpl = 10ns (Δtstable ≈ 16.22 ns) while Abaqus/Standard was
used for the implicit sub-model, with a constant time-step of ΔtImp=1ms; the total
analysis time was also equal to 4ms. Enhanced hourglass control was considered for
reduced-integration elements and no mass scaling was used within Abaqus/Explicit.
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The explicit and implicit analyses are coupled using the GC method [127, 128],
a staggered method built within the framework of the FETI method [129, 130] and
implemented in Abaqus [85] in the form of a Co-Simulation Engine (CSE). The velo-
city continuity is prescribed at the interface nodes (displayed in red in Figure 4.8) by
means of Lagrange multipliers. Although the detailed description of the GC method
is beyond the purpose of this chapter, it is worth noting that its computational eﬃ-
ciency is primarily dependent on the number of degrees of freedom (DOFs) belonging
to the explicit sub-model and on the number of interface nodes.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Damage prediction MST
The interlaminar damage pattern at the bottom 0◦/90◦ interface, simulated with the
FE models detailed in § 4.3.2.1, and using Ameso = 28.25 × 6.00mm2, is shown for
t=2.0ms and t=4.0ms, in Figure 4.9a and Figure 4.9b, respectively.
4.4.2 Computational eﬃciency
4.4.2.1 Multiple length-scale analysis
The CPU time t associated to the 3D/2D ST and to the 3D/2D MST models as function
of the normalized meso-scale area Ameso
Atot
, is provided in Figure 4.10a. Results are
normalized with respect to the CPU time of the FL model t[FL].
Starting from the reference conﬁguration (FL model), the extension of the meso-
scale region was progressively reduced until interlaminar damage was observed at the
meso/macro-scale interface. The minimum (normalized) meso-scale areas required to
correctly replicate the damage pattern when using either the ST or the MST model, de-
noted in Figure 4.10a respectively as Â[ST]meso and Â[MST]meso, are compared in Figure 4.10b,
together with the corresponding (normalized) CPU times t̂[ST]min and t̂
[MST]
min . Addition-
ally, in Figure 4.10b we evaluated the beneﬁts of the MST through the reduction
of meso-scale area ΔAmeso and the resulting reduction of CPU time Δtmin achieved
when using the MST instead of a sudden discretization-transition as:
ΔAmeso =
Â
[MST]
meso − Â[ST]meso
Â
[ST]
meso
and Δtmin =
t̂
[MST]
min − t̂[ST]min
t̂
[ST]
min
. (4.13)
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Figure 4.9: Interlaminar damage evolution at the bottom 0◦/90◦ interface. On the
left, the evolution of the damage variable d as function of the hori-
zontal distance from the impact location; the x1-coordinate corresponds
to the height where the delamination attains its maximum extension
(3.375mm for (a) and 4.875mm for (b)). On the right, the delamina-
tion pattern for the ﬁve FE models considered.
4.4.2.2 Multiple length/time-scale analysis
The ST and MST models used for the multiple length/time-scale analysis have, re-
spectively, a meso-scale area equal to Â[ST]meso and to Â[MST]meso, i.e. the smallest meso-scale
areas for which damage is correctly replicated with the sudden-discretization trans-
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Figure 4.10: Computational eﬃciency of the MST. The MST models allow the use of
smaller meso-scale areas and, thus, lower CPU times. For the proposed
example, using the MST the meso-scale area is reduced by nearly 60%,
while the CPU time by nearly 23%.
ition approach and using the proposed MST, respectively. The number of DOFs in
the explicit sub-model and the number of interface nodes for the ST model and for
the MST model are compared, respectively, in Figures 4.11a and 4.11b.
In Figure 4.11c, the absolute CPU time reductions |Δtmin| achievable with the
MST are compared for the cases of multiple length-scale analysis and of multiple
length/time-scale analysis.
4.5 Discussion
4.5.1 Multiple length-scale analysis
The stress ﬁeld disturbances resulting from the local/global coupling can lead to
unrealistic interlaminar failure at the meso/macro-scale interface, particularly when
a sudden discretization-transition approach is adopted (ST models), see Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.11: Computational eﬃciency of the MST model coupled with an impli-
cit/explicit co-simulation technique.
From the evolution of the damage variable d at t=2.0ms (Figure 4.9a), it follows
that, the stress disturbances are more pronounced in the case of 3D/2D coupling
rather than for the 3D/3D case. Moreover, when compared to the 3D/3D models, the
extension of the lobe-shaped delamination is slightly underestimated when using the
3D/2D models (Figure 4.9a). This characteristic is probably related to the diﬀerent
bending response of 3D solid elements and 2D shell elements.
If the discretization-transition is suﬃciently close to the impact location, as the
two lobe shaped delamination grows, the latter interacts with the artiﬁcial failure
at the discretization-transition, resulting in excessively large delamination areas (see
Figure 4.9b). The delaminated area predicted with the 3D/3D ST model is much
larger than that obtained using the 3D/2D ST model.
The CPU time associated to the ST and MST models decreases linearly with the
extension of the meso-scale region (see Figure 4.10a) and, as a result of the higher
number of elements and of MPC equations required at the global/local coupling, for
equal values of Ameso the CPU time associated to the ST models is always lower than
that of the MST models. However, as the distance of the discretization-transition
from the impact location decreases, the damage pattern is not correctly replicated
and failure at the global/local interface is simulated when using the ST models. In
Figure 4.10a, the ﬁrst conﬁguration for which the delamination pattern is not correctly
predicted with the ST models is marked with a red cross. With the proposed MST,
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it is possible to use smaller meso-scale regions (ΔAmeso ≈ −60%) while accurately
modelling the damage pattern, as well as lower CPU times (Δtmin≈−23%) as shown
in Figure 4.10b.
Although these speciﬁc values are, admittedly, dependent on the model’s size
and on the speciﬁc analysis performed, they conﬁrm the capabilities of the approach
proposed in this chapter. The apparently large discrepancy between the reduction
of the meso-scale area and the corresponding computational gain (60% vs. 23%) is
justiﬁable by the higher number of ﬁnite elements and of MPC equations required
when using the MST.
4.5.2 Multiple length/time-scale analysis
The GC co-simulation technique has been successfully applied to study the response
of reinforced concrete structures subjected blast [131] and earthquake loading [132].
Additional applications include the simulation of tire/road interaction during full
vehicle durability tests [133,134]. Recently, Brun et al. [135] analysed a ﬂat composite
stiﬀened panel subjected to localised loads. In Brun et al.’s work [135], damage was not
modelled and the time-scale transition was not combined with an eﬀective coupling
between diﬀerent length scales.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the example proposed in this chapter repres-
ents the ﬁrst attempt towards the multiple length/time-scale modelling of composite
structures experiencing localized damage.
When the MST is combined with the implicit/explicit co-simulation for a multiple
length/time-scale analysis, the possibility to minimize the meso-scale area becomes
even more attractive. Interestingly, within the framework of a multiple length/time-
scale analysis, the meso-scale area reduction provided by the MST, as opposed to a
sudden discretization-transition approach, allows to decrease of the number of DOFs
in the explicit sub-model and of interfaces nodes, by about 43% and 20%, respectively
(see Figures 4.11a and 4.11b). As a result, the CPU time reduction achieved when
using the MST increases, from the 23% obtained for the multiple length-scale analysis,
to about 49% in the case of multiple length/time-scale analysis.
4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, a Mesh Superposition Technique (MST) for a progressive element-
type transition between diﬀerently-discretized subdomains is proposed.
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The MST is applied to the multiple length/time-scale analysis of a composite
plate subjected to low-velocity impact. The area of the structure that, in order to
correctly capture the damage pattern, needs to be modelled at the smallest length-
scale can be signiﬁcantly reduced when compared to a local/global model with a
sudden discretization-transition (approximately 60% for the proposed example) and,
therefore, a computational cost saving might be achieved (approximately 23% CPU
time reduction).
Finally, the MST was coupled with an implicit/explicit co-simulation technique
for a multiple time/length-scale analysis. The results indicate that, if the length-scale
transition is performed using the proposed MST instead of a sudden discretization-
transition, the CPU time can be approximately halved (49%).
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Exploiting symmetries in
solid-to-shell homogenization,
with application to periodic
pin-reinforced sandwich
structures
5.1 Introduction
For a faster structural design of large composite components, the numerical analysis
of their mechanical response requires diﬀerent parts of the structure to be modelled
at multiple length/time-scales [136]. In addition, due to the heterogeneous micro-
structure of composite materials, the applicability of conventional FE analyses based
on 3D (solid) models is limited to small components; 2D (shell) FE models with
equivalent homogenised properties are preferable for larger components.
Within this framework, numerical homogenization of periodic structures and ma-
terials represents a powerful numerical tool. The latter commonly involves the ana-
lysis of Unit Cell (UC) models in which the structure is explicitly resolved at the lowest
length-scale; several studies on the existence and size of suitable UCs are available in
literature [137,138]. Furthermore, numerous works concerning the correct application
of Periodic Boundary Conditions (PBCs) to UCs can be found, e.g. [139–142] and
references therein.
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However, for several practical cases, e.g. textile composites and pin-reinforced
composite sandwich structures, the topological complexity of the representative UCs
may lead to unaﬀordable modelling/meshing and analysis CPU times. Therefore, the
internal symmetries of the UCs should, whenever they exist, be exploited to reduce
the analysis domain, thus enabling a reduction of both the modelling/meshing and
analysis CPU times.
Domains smaller than the UCs, obtained by exploiting the internal symmetries of
the latter, are referred to as reduced Unit Cells (rUCs). Several works can be found
discussing the determination of suitable rUCs (and corresponding appropriate PBCs)
for UD composites [143], particle-reinforced composites [144] and textile composites
[145–147].
The PBCs proposed in these studies allow the determination of the homogenised
3D elasticity tensor of the investigated structure. Nevertheless, for the numerical
analysis of large components using equivalent shell models, it is of interest to determ-
ine the homogenised shell constitutive response of the structure using high-ﬁdelity
three-dimensional UCs or, preferably, rUCs.
To address this, we present a novel set of PBCs named Multiscale Periodic Bound-
ary Conditions (MPBCs), that represents the ﬁrst set of PBCs that apply to rUCs
and enable the direct two-scale (solid-to-shell) numerical homogenization of periodic
structures, including their bending and twisting response.
The proposed MPBCs are formulated in § 5.2.2. Details on their use within
the context of a solid-to-shell homogenization and on their FE implementation are
provided in § 5.2.5 and § 5.3, respectively. The MPCBs are applied to the solid-to-
shell homogenization of a sandwich structure with unequal skins in § 5.4.1 and to the
analysis of the mechanical response of a periodic sandwich structure with unequal
skins and pin-reinforced core in § 5.4.2. Conclusions are drawn in § 5.5.
5.2 Theory
5.2.1 Problem formulation
Consider a three-dimensional deformable body B3 occupying the domain D3∈R3, as
shown in Figure 5.1, and assume that one of the dimensions of D3, designated as the
thickness (denoted as h), is much smaller than the other two. Furthermore, let D3
be periodic in the plane normal to the thickness direction.
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Figure 5.1: Problem formulation. The macroscopic response of the periodic domain
D3 can be simulated by means of an equivalent shell model, provided the
equivalent 2D constituive response of a representative three-dimensional
UC/rUC (subdomain s) is correctly determined.
For reasons of numerical eﬃciency, the macroscopic mechanical response of B3 is
more conveniently simulated by means of an equivalent shell model with homogenized
properties contained in D2∈R2. The corresponding shell constitutive response can be
expressed by the relation R=Kξ◦, where R is the vector of resultant forces/moments
per unit-length acting on the structure, ξ◦ is the resultant mid-surface membrane
strains/curvatures vector and the K matrix (referred to, in lamination theory, as the
ABD matrix) contains the equivalent shell stiﬀness terms.
Therefore, the accurate determination of the entire K matrix, including all bend-
ing and twisting terms, as well as the shear-extension, bending-extension and bending-
twisting coupling terms, is of paramount importance for the use of equivalent shell
models of large composite components.
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The homogenized 2D response of a three-dimensional periodic structure can be
evaluated through the analysis of three-dimensional UCs/rUCs modelled at the meso-
scale, provided the appropriate PBCs are applied to its boundaries. These PBCs,
referred to in the following as Multiscale PBCs (MPBCs), are prescribed such that
the three-dimensional UC/rUC behaves as it were contained in an inﬁnite body B3
(in domain D3) whose macroscopic response can be analysed using shell theory (in
domain D2).
5.2.2 Multiscale Periodic Boundary Conditions (MPBCs)
The formulation of the MPBCs is derived following the equivalence framework pro-
posed by de Carvalho et al. [146,147].
5.2.2.1 Physical equivalence and Periodicity
Consider a deformable body B3 occupying the domain D3 ∈R3 and let s, sˆ⊆D3 be
two generic subdomains within D3 as shown in Figure 5.2. Let subdomains s and sˆ
have, respectively, Local Coordinate Systems (LCSs) [O,ei]s and [Oˆ,eˆi]sˆ, where O and
Oˆ are the origins of the LCSs, while ei and eˆi indicate the bases deﬁning the LCSs,
with i = {1,2,3}. Furthermore, assume a generic spatial distribution of n physical
properties Πj with j∈{1, . . . , n} and let each of these to be expressed as tensors Πjs
and Πjsˆ, respectively in [O,ei]s and [Oˆ,eˆi]sˆ.
Deﬁnition 1 Two subdomains s and sˆ are physically equivalent, i.e. s ∧= sˆ, if
∀A∈s ⇒ ∃ Aˆ∈ sˆ
∣∣∣∣ (OA)s≡(OˆAˆ)sˆ ∧ Πjs (A)≡Πjsˆ(Aˆ). (5.1)
In Equation 5.1, as well as in the remaining of this work, the subscripts refer to
the LCS in which the vectors and tensors are expressed, when it is required to do so.
Deﬁnition 2 A domain D3∈R3 is periodic if it can be reconstructed by tessellation
of non-overlapping physically equivalent (see Equation 5.1) subdomains with parallel
LCSs as shown in Figure 5.3, i.e. if
sk
∧= sl ∧ [O,ei]sk ‖ [O,ei]sl , ∀ k = l . (5.2)
The smallest subdomain verifying Equation 5.2 is referred to as Unit Cell (UC).
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5.2.3 Subdomain admissibility
Let [O, ei]s and [Oˆ, eˆi]sˆ be, respectively, the LCS of subdomains s and sˆ, as shown in
Figure 5.4. Let T={Tij} be the transformation matrix between [ei]s and [eˆi]sˆ, where
Tii =
∂ei
∂eˆi
with i∈{1,2,3} and Tij =0 if i = j; furthermore, denote the corresponding
projection in the 1,2 plane as T, i.e. T={Tij} with i, j∈{1, 2}.
From Figure 5.4, the position of two equivalent points A ∈ s and Aˆ ∈ sˆ can be
related by
(OAˆ) = (OOˆ) + T(OA) . (5.3)
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In the remaining of this work, we will indicate the three-dimensional displacement
vector as u={u, v, w}t and the corresponding projection in the 1,2 plane as u={u, v}t.
The displacement gradient at the point A∈s can be decomposed as
∇u(A) = s〈∇u〉 + s∇˜u(A) , (5.4)
where s〈•〉 = 1
Vs
∫
Vs
(•)dV denotes the volume average operator while, s•˜=• − s〈•〉
represents the ﬁrst-order ﬂuctuation term over subdomain s. Equation 5.4 is valid
only if the the displacement vector and the gradient operator are expressed in the LCS
of the domain where the volume average is taken and the displacement ﬂuctuation
term is evaluated.
Deﬁnition 3 A generic subdomain s is deﬁned as admissible for the analysis of a
periodic structure under a given loading s〈∇u〉 if for any other subdomain sˆk, with
transformation matrix Tk, there is a γk =±1 such that
s〈∇u〉 = γkTk
[
sˆk〈∇u〉
]
Tk ∀ k , (5.5)
where γk = ±1 is the loading reversal factor (correspondent to subdomain sˆk) used to
enforce the equivalence between the stress/strain ﬁelds of physically equivalent subdo-
mains [146].The subdomain, smaller than the UC, verifying the condition expressed
in Equation 5.5 is referred to as reduced Unit Cell (rUC), see Figure 5.3.
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5.2.4 Derivation of the MPBCs
Within subdomain s, the displacement ﬁeld u(A) can be expressed in the form of a
truncated Taylor series as
u(A) = u(O) + s〈∇u〉(OA) + s ˜˜u(A) , (5.6)
where u(O) is the displacement at the origin of the LCS of s while s˜˜• indicates the
higher-order (2nd and higher) ﬂuctuation components of the ﬁeld • over subdomain
s.
Let s and sˆ be two adjacent subdomains satisfying both the physical and loading
equivalence (Equations 5.1 and 5.2) and consider two equivalent points A ∈ s and
Aˆ ∈ sˆ. If A is at the boundary of s, i.e. A ∈ ∂s, then also Aˆ ∈ ∂s (see Figure 5.3);
therefore, according to Equation 5.6, the displacement at these two points is
u(A)=u(O) + s〈∇u〉(OA) + s˜˜u(A) , (5.7)
u(Aˆ)=u(O) + s〈∇u〉(OAˆ) + s˜˜u(Aˆ) . (5.8)
The ﬂuctuation components of the displacement ﬁeld at two equivalent points are
related, as derived by de Carvalho et al. [146,147], by the expression
s˜˜u(A) = γT
[
s˜˜u(Aˆ)
]
. (5.9)
Thus, if Equation 5.8 is pre-multiplied by γT and subtracted to Equation 5.7,
we obtain the equation to apply PBCs for the analysis of a generic subdomain (the
superscript s for the volume average operator is omitted for readability):
u(A)−γTu(Aˆ)=[I−γT]u(O)−〈∇u〉T(OOˆ)+[〈∇u〉T−γT〈∇u〉](OAˆ) , (5.10)
where I is the 3×3 identity matrix. Therefore, Equation 5.10 is applied to all points
belonging to the boundary of subdomain s and the external loading can be applied
by prescribing the terms of 〈∇u〉. At this point, let one of the dimensions of D3,
designated as the thickness and denoted as h, be much smaller than the other two, and
assume that D3 is periodic in the plane normal to the thickness direction. Under these
assumptions, the thickness of subdomain s∈D3 is also equal to h. The displacement
ﬁeld at the point A ∈ s, i.e. u(A) = {u(A), v(A), w(A)}t, can be decomposed into
an in-plane component u(A)={u(A), v(A)}t and an out-of-plane displacement term
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w(A), i.e.
u(A) − s ˜˜u(A) = u◦(A)−xA3∇w◦(A) ∀xA3 ∈
[
−h2 ,
h
2
]
, (5.11)
w(A) − s ˜˜w(A) = w◦(A) , (5.12)
where xA3 is the out-of-plane coordinate of point A and the subscript ◦ denotes the
quantities evaluated at the mid-surface of subdomain s. Within such framework,
Equation 5.10 can be reformulated for the in-plane and out-of-plane displacement,
respectively as
u(A)−γTu(Aˆ) =
[
〈∇u◦〉−
(
T33x
Aˆ
3
)
〈∇∇w◦〉
]
T
[
(OAˆ)◦−(OOˆ)◦
]
+[I − γT]u(O)+
(5.13)
− γT
[
s〈∇u◦〉 − xAˆ3 〈∇∇w◦〉
]
(OAˆ)◦ ∀xAˆ3 ∈
[
−h2 ,
h
2
]
,
w(A)−γT33w(Aˆ)=
[
(OAˆ)◦−(OOˆ)◦
]t
T
[
〈∇∇w◦〉
2
]
T
[
(OAˆ)◦−(OOˆ)◦
]
+[1−γT33]w(O)+
(5.14)
− γT33(OAˆ)t◦
[
〈∇∇w◦〉
2
]
(OAˆ)◦ ∀xAˆ3 ∈
[
−h2 ,
h
2
]
,
where I is the 2×2 identity matrix and xAˆ3 is the out-of-plane coordinate of point Aˆ.
The membrane deformation tensor ∇u◦ and the curvature tensor ∇∇w◦ are deﬁned,
respectively, as
∇u◦=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∂u◦
∂x1
∂u◦
∂x2
∂v◦
∂x1
∂v◦
∂x2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ and ∇∇w◦=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∂2w◦
∂x21
∂2w◦
∂x1∂x2
∂2w◦
∂x1∂x2
∂2w◦
∂x22
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (5.15)
At this point, the following aspects of the proposed MPBCs can be highlighted:
(i) the proposed formulation is valid for both conventional UCs and, more rel-
evantly, for rUCs. Secondly, no limitations on the undeformed shape of the
UC/rUC are assumed, therefore, complex UC/rUC geometries can be con-
sidered;
(ii) no limitations on the deformed shape of the UC/rUC were hypothesized. Hence,
the plane-remains-plane boundary conditions [148,149], which have been proven
to be over-constraining [139], as well as to violate the stress-strain periodicity
condition [140], are avoided;
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(iii) since no periodicity exists in the thickness direction, the MPBCs are applied
only on the lateral faces of the UC/rUC; in addition, as a result of the plane-
stress assumption of shell theory, the upper and lower faces of the UC/rUC are
traction-free;
(iv) the MPBCs are expressed in terms of the relative displacement between equi-
valent points belonging to the boundary of the UC/rUC. This approach is sup-
ported by the results presented in [142] which demonstrate that imposing equi-
librium and/or compatibility equations as part of the boundary conditions, see
e.g. [150], is not only unnecessary but it also violates the minimum total poten-
tial energy principle;
(v) no a priori restrictions to the nonlinear behaviour at the lowest length-scale
were made (provided there is no localization [151]);
(vi) The presented MPBCs can be used for the two-scale (3D-2D) homogenization
of any microstructure, regardless of its complexity, and all loading components
can be prescribed to the UC/rUC, including bending and twisting.
5.2.5 Two-scale (solid-to-shell) homogenisation of periodic struc-
tures
Provided the MPBCs are applied to all points on the lateral boundary of the three-
dimensional UC/rUC, the 2D constitutive response, i.e. all terms of the equivalent
shell stiﬀness matrix K, can be determined by sequentially subjecting the UC/rUC
to the six conventional loadings of shell theory, i.e. membrane stretching, membrane
shearing, bending and twisting, see Figure 5.5. These are applied by specifying the
components of 〈∇u◦〉 for the macroscopic membrane deformations, and of 〈∇∇w◦〉 for
the bending and twisting curvatures. In the remaining, all quantities are evaluated
in the LCS of the UC/rUC; the corresponding subscripts and superscripts will be
omitted hereafter for convenience.
The components of 〈∇u◦〉 and of 〈∇∇w◦〉 can be related to the membrane strains
and curvatures adopted in shell theory as follows:
ε1◦=:
〈
∂u◦
∂x1
〉
, ε2◦ =:
〈
∂v◦
∂x2
〉
, γ12◦ =:
〈
∂u◦
∂x2
〉
+
〈
∂v◦
∂x1
〉
κ1◦=:
〈
∂2w◦
∂x21
〉
, κ2◦ =:
〈
∂2w◦
∂x22
〉
, κ12◦ =: 2
〈
∂2w◦
∂x1∂x2
〉 . (5.16)
where ε1◦ and ε2◦ are the membrane direct strains, γ12◦ is the membrane shear strain,
κ◦1 and κ◦2 are the bending curvatures and κ◦12 is the twisting curvature.
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Figure 5.5: The six loading cases in shell theory.
The 2D equivalent strains/curvatures vector ξ◦ =
[
ε1◦, ε2◦, γ12◦ , κ1◦, κ2◦, κ12◦
]tcan
be related to the vector of the equivalent forces/moments per unit length
R = [N1, N2, N12,M1,M2,M12]t, through the tensor equation R = Kξ◦ or, in its
expanded form: ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
N1
N2
N12
−−
M1
M2
M12
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
A11 A12 A16 | B11 B12 B16
A22 A26 | B22 B16
sym A66 | sym B66
− − − − − − −
| D11 D12 D16
sym | D22 D16
| sym D66
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ε◦1
ε◦2
γ◦12
−−
κ◦1
κ◦2
κ◦12
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(5.17)
The K matrix can be determined according to either of the two procedures:
Procedure A- by prescribing a non-zero value to the i-th term of ξ◦ (while ﬁxing the
remaining terms to zero), all terms of R are, in the most general case, non-zero.
Therefore, from Equation 5.17 the i-th column of the K matrix is proportional
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to the vector of generalized forces that is obtained from the solution of the FE
problem. Repeating the same procedure for all six components of ε◦, the entire
K matrix can be computed;
Procedure B- by prescribing a non-zero value to the i-th term of ξ◦ (while letting
the remaining terms unconstrained), all terms but the i-th of R are equal to
zero. Hence, the i-th column of the compliance matrix C = K−1 (ξ◦=CR) is
proportional to the vector of generalized displacements that is obtained from
the solution of the FE problem. Repeating the same procedure for all six
components of ξ◦, the entire C matrix can be computed, and by inverting the
latter, the K matrix can be determined.
5.3 FE implementation
Concerning the FE implementation of the proposed MPBCs, let us consider a dis-
cretized UC/rUC as the one shown in Figure 5.6a. The MPBCs, expressed for the
continuum case in the form of Equations 5.13 -5.14, are enforced through constraint
equations (CEs) acting on equivalent nodes on the boundary of the UC/rUC (see e.g.
nodes A and Aˆ in Figure 5.6b). Since they are based on a node-to-node coupling,
the application of the MPBCs is ideally suited for a periodic discretization along the
boundary of the UC/rUC.
The terms of ξ◦ are prescribed by specifying the degrees of freedom (DOFs) of
master nodes that do not belong to the mesh of the UC/rUC. In principle, a single
master node M with at least six DOFs is suﬃcient for this purpose. Regarding the
terms of the generalized forces vector R, these simply correspond to the reaction
forces/moments at node M. Therefore, assuming that the i-th component of ξ◦ is
associated to the j-th DOF of node M, the i-th term of R corresponds to the j-th
reaction force/moment at node M.
The MPBCs have been implemented in the Finite Element (FE) package Abaqus
(6.12) [85] through the in-built Python scripting facilities [98]. The simulations have
been performed using Abaqus/Standard, and linear geometric behaviour was used in
the examples that follow.
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Figure 5.6: FE implementation of the MPBCs. The DOFs of equivalent nodes on
the boundary of the UC/rUC are coupled using constraint equations;
the external loading are speciﬁed through the DOFs of the master node
M which does not belong to the mesh of the UC/rUC.
5.4 Numerical Examples
5.4.1 Validation
5.4.1.1 Description
The aim of this validation example is to demonstrate that the current formulation
can predict the fully-populated shell stiﬀness matrix K, in a situation for which the
exact analytical solution is known, even if there are no real in-plane symmetries. To
do so, we consider a composite sandwich structure with unequal skins, for which the
values of the corresponding fully-populated K matrix can be analytically computed
by means of Classical Lamination Theory (CLT) [152].
The considered sandwich structure can be ideally subdivided in UCs, as schemat-
ically shown in Figure 5.7; however, given the structure’s homogeneity at the ply-level,
such subdivision is a purely mathematical abstraction rather than a result of peri-
odicity. Furthermore, let the selected UC (see Figure 5.7) be subdivided into rUCs
which, in the most general case, have diﬀerent LCSs. As for the deﬁnition of the
UCs, for this speciﬁc example, the existence of rUCs results from the deﬁnition of
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their LCSs rather than from the exploitation of UC’s internal symmetries. Nonethe-
less, albeit the solid-to-shell homogenization of the considered sandwich structure
requires neither the analysis of UCs nor of rUCs, this example is useful to validate
the proposed MPBCs for a problem whose exact solution is known analytically.
The facesheets material is composed of multiple layers of Saertex triaxial weave
with Toho Tenax HTS carbon ﬁbres and a polyester knitting yarn, infused with
RTM6 epoxy resin [153]. The layup of the individual Non-Crimp Fabric (NCF)
weaves is [45◦/0◦/−45◦] and their material properties are listed in Table 5.1 along
with their thickness hw. The core material is the closed-cell polymetacrylimide foam
ROHACELL HERO 150 [154], whose elastic properties and density are provided in
Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.7: Schematic of the sandwich structure with unequal skins considered. The
latter can be subdivided into UCs, which in turn can be further sub-
divided into rUCS. For the solid-to-shell homogenization of this struc-
ture we considered as rUC the subdomain denoted as s (in green). The
LCSs of the rUC and of the surrounding subdomains are also shown.
Table 5.1: Elastic properties, density and thickness of the NCF triaxial weave [155,
156].
E1 E2 E33 G12 G13 G23
54.7 GPa 23.3 GPa 9.0 GPa 24.0 GPa 3.0 GPa 2.9 GPa
ν12 ν13 ν23 hw ρ
0.73 0.26 0.45 0.375 mm 1600 kg/m3
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Table 5.2: Elastic properties and density of the HERO G3 150 foam [154].
Ef νf ρf
127.5 MPa 0.33 150 kg/m3
The thicknesses of the individual layers of the sandwich structure, along with the
layups for the top and bottom facesheets are provided in Table 5.3. Here, htf and
hbf are, respectively, the thickness of the top and bottom facesheet, and hc is the
thickness of the foam core (see Figure 5.7); furthermore, the individual NCF weave
orientations are deﬁned relatively to their 0◦-plies.
The solid-to-shell homogenization was performed using the rUC schematically
shown in Figure 5.7 (denoted as subdomain s), along with its surrounding subdo-
mains. The latter are assumed to have LCSs diﬀering from the one of the modelled
rUC, such that the corresponding transformation matrices are not equal to the unity
matrix, i.e. Ti = I.
The facesheets and the core were discretized using eight-noded reduced integration
solid elements (C3D8R) with enhanced hourglass control, and a constant element size

e = 0.375mm was adopted; the interfaces between diﬀerent plies and between the
facesheets and the core were not explicitly modelled, i.e. they share nodes. A size-
sensitivity analysis was performed by considering rUCs with diﬀerent in-plane area
ArUC=
1
2, while maintaining a constant aspect ratio

1

2
=1. The number of elements
in the laminate plane was varied from 1 to 1600.
5.4.1.2 Results and discussion
For the sandwich structure considered, all components of its equivalent shell stiﬀness
matrix K are non-zero. The terms of the latter, computed with the two-scale homo-
genization approach described in § 5.2.5, are compared against the reference values
obtained using CLT.
The relative percentage error for all terms of the K matrix are plotted in Fig-
ure 5.8 as function of the number of nodes in the laminate plane indicated with
nnodes. All terms of the K matrix, including the bending and twisting terms, as well
as the shear-extension, bending-extension and bending-twisting coupling terms, are
Table 5.3: Sandwich layers’ thicknesses and facesheets layups.
htf h
b
f hc Top skin Layup Bottom skin Layup
3.0 mm 3.0 mm 10.5 mm [0◦/30◦/60◦, 90◦]s [15◦/45◦/75◦,−15◦]s
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computed with negligible error, of the order of machine precision. Furthermore, this
error exhibits, for all terms, a satisfactory convergence trend as the size of the rUC
increases.
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Figure 5.8: Homogenisation of a composite sandwich structure with unequal skins.
The computed terms of the K matrix are compared to the analytical
values obtained with CLT, for diﬀerent rUCs sizes (nnodes is the the
number of nodes in the laminate plane of the rUC).
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5.4.2 Application
5.4.2.1 Description
The aim of this application example is to demonstrate that the current formulation
enables to correctly simulate the mechanical response of periodic structures using
rUCs (retrieving the same results as if conventional UCs were used but at a fraction
of the CPU time). To this purpose, the MPBCs have been applied for the analysis
of the mechanical response of a periodic composite sandwich structure with unequal
skins and pin-reinforced core.
The unreinforced sandwich conﬁguration corresponds to that described in
§ 5.4.1.1. The reinforcements consist of CFRP pins made of dry intermediate mod-
ulus (IM7 12K) [157] carbon ﬁbres inﬁltrated with RTM6 epoxy resin during the
manufacturing of the sandwich panel [158]; the resulting elastic modulus in the ﬁbre
direction is Epin=126GPa.
The pins are inserted through the foam core (without going through or penetrating
the facesheets) in a periodic pattern, see the UC in Figure 5.9. As shown in the
latter, the UC can be reconstructed by tessellation of smaller subdomains (rUCs), by
exploiting its internal symmetries; in this example, the analysis is performed using
the rUC highlighted in green in Figure 5.9. The geometrical parameters of the rUC
are provided in Table 5.4. Here, ϕ and β are, respectively, the through-the-thickness
and in-plane stitching angles (see Figure 5.9); 
1 and 
2 are the in-plane dimensions
of the rUC and φ is the diameter of the pin-reinforcements.
The pin-reinforcements were discretized with two-noded linear beam elements
(B31); to simplify the meshing of the pin-reinforced core, the pins’ ﬁnite elements were
embedded within the foam core exploiting the Embedded Element Method (EEM)
available in Abaqus. This method has been already used for modelling pin-reinforced
cores [159] and textile composites [119]. The optimal ratio between the embedded
beam elements’ size 
e and the hosting elements’ size 
h, i.e α =

e

h
was determ-
ined so to avoid the characteristic artiﬁcial stiﬀness [160] resulting from the EEM
implementation. In this example, the value of α=1 was adopted.
Table 5.4: Geometrical parameters deﬁning the rUC of the periodic sandwich struc-
ture with unequal skins and pin-reinforced core.

1 = 
2 φ ϕ β
10.125mm 1.0mm 60◦ 45◦
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Figure 5.9: Schematic of the UC and rUC considered for the analysis of the mech-
anical response of a periodic sandwich structure with unequal skins and
pin-reinforced core. The UC’s internal symmetries are exploited for the
deﬁnition of the rUC (in green). The red dotted line A-B indicates the
path along which the membrane strains distribution, computed with
the UC and the rUC models, have been compared.
The sandwich structure was subjected to a twisting loading, i.e. κ12◦ =10−3 rad/mm
and the reference solution for this problem was obtained using the entire UC (see Fig-
ure 5.9). It is worth-noting that, when using the latter, the MPBCs reduce to the
standard PBCs already used by other authors [161,162].
5.4.2.2 Results and discussion
The in-plane strains (e11, e22, e12) evaluated along the path shown in Figure 5.9 (red
dotted line A-B passing through the center of the UC), computed with the rUC and
the UC models are compared, respectively, in Figures 5.10a, 5.10b and 5.10c. These
strain values are extracted at each element’s integration point.
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Figure 5.10: Membrane strains distributions in the UC and rUC models along the
path A-B shown in Figure 5.9 under twisting load. Since the discretiza-
tions of the UC and rUC models are the same, the strains distributions
computed with the UC and the rUC models are, as expected, identical.
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The total CPU time t associated to the analyses using the rUC and the UC
models are compared in Figure 5.11a. In addition, results are provided in terms of
both the modelling/meshing CPU time tM needed for the Python script to create
the FE model and apply the suitable MPBCs (Figure 5.11b), and the analysis CPU
time tA needed to perform the FE analyses (Figure 5.11c). The CPU times provided
in Figure 5.11 have been normalized with respect to the values associated with the
analysis performed using the UC model, respectively, tUC , tUCM and t
UC
A .
Since the discretizations of the UC and rUC models are the same, as expected,
the membrane strains distributions computed with these models are identical; this
demonstrate that, through the correct application of the proposed MPBCs, the mech-
anical response of periodic structures can be analysed using domains smaller than the
Unit Cell, while maintaining the same level of accuracy.
Compared to the UC model, the rUC model has, approximately, 25% of the de-
grees of freedom (DOFs) and 50% of the constraint equations (CEs). These attributes
lead to a reduction of the total CPU time of about 87% (see Figure 5.11a); the latter
results from the reduction of both the modelling/meshing CPU time (≈−85%) and
the analysis CPU time (≈−89%), as shown in Figures 5.11b and 5.11c, respectively.
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Figure 5.11: The MPCs enable the use of rUCs for the analysis of the mechanical
response of periodic structures. This translates into a reduction of the
total CPU time required (a), as a result of the reduction of both the
modelling/meshing CPU time tM needed to create the FE model and
apply the suitable MPBCs (b) and the analysis CPU time tA necessary
to run the FE analysis (c).
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Although these speciﬁc values are, admittedly, dependent on the model’s size
and on the speciﬁc analysis performed, they conﬁrm the capabilities of the approach
proposed in this chapter.
5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, a novel set of Multiscale Periodic Boundary Conditions (MPBCs)
enabling the direct two-scale (solid-to-shell) numerical homogenization of periodic
structures, including their bending and twisting response, using domains smaller than
the Unit Cells (UCs), named reduced Unit Cells (rUCs), is presented.
Firstly, the validity of proposed MPBCs is demonstrated through the solid-to-shell
homogenization of a composite sandwich structure with unequal skins: all terms of
the equivalent shell stiﬀness matrix K are computed with a negligible error, of the
order of machine precision. Secondly, the MPCs are applied to the analysis of the
mechanical response of a periodic composite sandwich structure with unequal skins
and pin-reinforced core, using a rUC. The results show that the use of the proposed
MPBCs allows to correctly simulate the mechanical response of periodic structures
using rUCs, retrieving the same results as if conventional UCs were adopted.
When compared to MPBCs which do not exploit symmetries, the MPBCs presen-
ted in this chapter are shown to achieve a signiﬁcant reduction in analysis CPU time
(approximately 89%), as well as modelling/meshing CPU time (over 85%). These
results demonstrate the relevance of the proposed approach for an eﬃcient multiscale
modelling of periodic materials and structures.
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Virtual Testing of large
composite structures: a multiple
length/time-scale framework
6.1 Introduction
6.1.1 Virtual testing of large composite structures
To address complex industrial structural challenges, such as the design of the com-
posite central wing box of the Airbus A380 [31], virtual testing methods have been
exploited [32]. The extensive use of virtual testing based on nonlinear FE analyses
is envisioned to be a key-aspect towards an increased conﬁdence in the real-scale
and expensive structural tests required for certiﬁcation; furthermore, virtual testing
provides useful insight into the likelihood, causes and consequences of structural fail-
ure [33–35]. However, to be fully established in structural design and certiﬁcation,
virtual testing methods need to be validated against all level of structural testing,
from the coupon-level (e.g. material specimens) to the system-level (e.g. wing or
fuselage) [36].
Within this framework, the virtual testing of large-scale composite structures for
industrial applications entails signiﬁcant challenges; the latter are primarily ascrib-
able to the inherently multiscale nature of composite materials and, as a result, to
their highly complex failure modes [37]. For the eﬃcient structural design of large
composite components, their virtual testing often requires that diﬀerent parts of the
structure are modelled at multiple length- and time-scales, eventually even using
diﬀerent physics. Therefore, it is crucial to develop:
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(i) suitable techniques for coupling areas of the structure modelled at diﬀerent
length-scales, i.e. discretized using diﬀerent ﬁnite element types;
(ii) numerical methods to eﬃciently compute equivalent homogenized properties to
be used in both 2D FE models and in the lower-scale subdomains of multiscale
FE models of large composite components.
6.1.2 Multiscale coupling
The coupling of subdomains discretized with ﬁnite elements of diﬀerent physical di-
mension/formulation can introduce artiﬁcial stresses at the shared boundaries [89,90].
Hence, the stress and strain ﬁelds within the structure and its mechanical response
may not be correctly simulated. This may lead, in problems involving failure, to
a low-ﬁdelity damage pattern prediction: furthermore, in dynamic problems, the
interfaces between diﬀerently-discretized subdomains might artiﬁcially reﬂect stress
waves [91,92].
Global/local approaches can be categorized as coupled and uncoupled approaches
[163]. In the former, the coupling between the local and global models (discretized
using diﬀerent ﬁnite elements) is enforced through Multi-Point Constraints (MPC).
Numerous mixed-dimensional coupling techniques based on MPCs are available in
literature [89, 99, 100]. Compared to standard solid-to-shell coupling, these method-
ologies are shown to attenuate the undesirable stress disturbances at the interface
between diﬀerently-discretized subdomains; nevertheless, the derivation of the suit-
able MPC equations for generally orthotropic materials may become computationally
impracticable [100]. Alternatively, Da´vila [90] demonstrated that the use of ad-hoc
transition elements allows to faithfully resolve the stress and strain ﬁelds within both
the local and global models in the proximity of the interfaces.
In uncoupled global/local approaches, the displacements/tractions obtained from a
higher-scale global model are used to prescribe the boundary conditions for the lower-
scale local model. The series of higher-scale analysis followed by a lower scale analysis
can be run once (a typical example is the Submodelling technique available in Abaqus
[85]), or iteratively until convergence of the forces and moments on the local/global
interface is obtained. As a result, these approaches are diﬃcult to automate and pose
signiﬁcant challenges in terms of computational resources; furthermore, they might be
inaccurate if damage and failure propagation within the local model signiﬁcantly aﬀect
the response of the global model. Reinoso et al. [104,105] compared the Submodelling
technique (uncoupled approach) to Shell-to-Solid coupling (coupled approach). In the
latter works, stress disturbances were observed at the local/global boundaries for both
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approaches; as a result, the correct identiﬁcation of the damage extension might be
jeopardized.
To enhance the computational eﬃciency of multi-scale approaches, it is desirable
that the size of the lower-scale model is kept to a minimum. However, the global/local
transition should be suﬃciently distant from any perturbation such as boundaries or
damaged zones which could potentially interact with the stress disturbance at the dis-
cretization transition. The inﬂuence of the distance of the global/local transition from
the delamination front was investigated by Krueger et al. for the cases of delaminated
test specimens [106, 107] as well as skin/stringer debonding in an composite aircraft
component [108,109].
The need of having the global/local transition at a suﬃcient distance from any
boundaries/damaged areas often leads to overly large models at the lower-scales; as
a result, the computational eﬃciency of the analysis might not be optimal. Thus, to
fully exploit the computational advantages provided by multiscale approaches, it is
of paramount importance to use a local/global coupling technique which:
(i) avoids the presence of artiﬁcial stress disturbances, as well as the unrealistic
stress wave reﬂections observed at the boundaries between diﬀerently discretized
subdomains;
(ii) allows to minimize the size of the areas that are required to be modelled at the
lower length-scales.
6.1.3 Solid-to-shell homogenization
For the virtual testing of large composite structures, FE (preferably 2D) models
with homogenised material properties are usually preferred to high-ﬁdelity 3D FE
models. Furthermore, shell-based FE models with equivalent homogenized properties
are used in the higher-scale subdomains of multiscale FE models of large composite
components.
The numerical homogenization of periodic structures is often carried out through
the analysis of the mechanical response of Unit Cell (UC) models, where the com-
posite microstructure is modelled at the lowest length/scale of interest. Numerous
studies focused on the determination and use of UCs [137, 138], as well as on the
appropriate periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) that need to be applied for their
analysis [139–142]. However, as a result of the increasing complexity of composite mi-
crostructures, e.g. textile and NCF composites, pin-reinforced sandwich structures,
etc., the computational cost associated to modelling/meshing and analysis might be-
come burdensome.
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To circumvent this diﬃculty, several authors have proposed to exploit (whenever
they exist) internal symmetries of the UCs, thus enabling a signiﬁcant reduction of
the analysis domain. Analysis domains smaller than UCs are denoted as reduced Unit
Cells (rUCs) and have successfully been used for the analysis UD composites [143],
particle-reinforced composites [144] and textile composites [145–147]. However, in
these works address the issue of using rUCs for obtaining equivalent 3D homogen-
ised properties, without considering the computation of equivalent 2D homogenised
properties.
The eﬃcient computation of the equivalent homogenized properties to be used
in both 2D FE models and in the higher-scale subdomains of multiscale FE mod-
els of large composite components hinges upon the development of a mathematical
framework which:
(i) enables the direct two-scale (solid-to-shell) homogenization of periodic struc-
tures, including their bending and twisting response;
(ii) enables the use of rUCs.
6.1.4 Structure of this chapter
In this chapter, we illustrate the capabilities of a multiple length/time-scale framework
for the virtual testing of large composite structures. The multiple length/time-scale
framework is described in § 6.2 and its primitives are illustrated and discussed, re-
spectively in § 6.3 and § 6.4, through the simulation of a real-sized helicopter rotor
blade subjected to a low-velocity impact; conclusions are drawn in § 6.5.
6.2 Multiple length/time scale framework
The multiple length/time-scale framework used in this chapter, and graphically illus-
trated in Figure 6.1, consists of (i) the Mesh Superposition Technique (MST) [136]
(see Chapter 4) for the progressive transition between subdomains discretized with
ﬁnite elements of diﬀerent physical dimension/formulation and (ii) a mathemat-
ical framework which exploits UCs internal symmetries in the context of the direct
solid-to-shell homogenization of periodic structures [164] (see Chapter 5).
The key-aspects of the MST are:
(i) unlike conventional solid-to-shell coupling techniques based on a sudden
discretization-transition, the MST eliminates the artiﬁcial stress disturbances
at the shared boundaries between diﬀerently discretized subdomains;
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Figure 6.1: Multiple length/time-scales framework for the virtual testing of large
composite components. Such framework consists of a Mesh Superposi-
tion Technique for coupling diﬀerently-discretized subdomains (A) and
on the exploitation of symmetries in the solid-to-shell numerical homo-
genization of periodic structures.
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(ii) using the MST, the size of the lower-scale models (the most computation-
ally demanding) can be minimized without jeopardizing the response at the
global/local transition. Therefore, compared to conventional solid-to-shell coup-
ling techniques based on a sudden discretization-transition the MST enables a
high-ﬁdelity damage pattern prediction at a lower computational cost;
(iii) the progressive transition provided by the MST mitigates the spurious reﬂec-
tions of stress waves at the interfaces between diﬀerently-discretized subdomains
(see example in Appendix A);
(iv) the MST can be used in combination with an implicit/explicit co-simulation
technique [127, 128], for a multiple time/length-scale analysis. The capability
provided by the MST to minimize the size of the lower-scale models allows
to maximize the computational eﬃciency of the implicit/explicit co-simulation
technique; hence, in the context of a multiple length/time scale analysis, the use
of the MST for the length-scale transitions (instead of a sudden discretization-
transition) results into a signiﬁcant computational cost reduction.
Regarding the exploitation of symmetries in the solid-to-shell homogenization of
periodic structure, the following points should be highlighted:
(i) the framework proposed in [164] leads to the derivation of the exact periodic
boundary conditions that apply to rUCs and enable the numerical solid-to-shell
homogenization of periodic structures, including their bending and twisting
response.
(ii) no limitations on the deformed/undeformed shape of the rUCs, as well as to
the nonlinear behaviour at the lowest length-scale were made (provided there
is no localization [151]);
(iii) when comparing results obtained using conventional UCs with those obtained
with rUCs, in the latter case time savings of about 90% can be achieved in the
analysis CPU time, as well as in the modelling/meshing CPU time.
6.3 Multiple length/time-scale simulation of a large
aeronautical component
6.3.1 Problem description
The multiple length/time-scale framework detailed in § 6.2 is applied to the analysis
of a low-velocity impact on real-sized helicopter rotor blade. The latter is idealized as
an hollow structure with dimensions provided in Figure 6.2. The proﬁle of the rotor
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blade corresponds to the NASA/Langley Whitcomb integral supercritical airfoil [165].
The rotor blade is impacted with a 2.5 kg impactor of diameter equal to 40mm and
a 12 J impact energy was considered.
The proﬁle of the rotor blade is assumed to be made of a composite sandwich
structure [158] with pin-reinforced foam core [166]; relevant geometrical and material
properties of the pin-reinforced sandwich structure can be found in [164]. The material
considered for the pin-reinforcements is the carbon-epoxy T300/913 [69].
3500 
200 
Impactor 
115 
1750 Á 40
9 0 ±
0 ±
Figure 6.2: Schematic (not in scale) of the helicopter rotor blade considered in this
study; dimensions are in mm.
6.3.2 Implicit & Explicit FE submodels
The multiple time-scale connotation of the framework described in § 6.2 consists
in simulating the mechanical response of diﬀerent portions of the structure using
diﬀerent solvers, depending on where they are expected to provide the most compu-
tationally eﬃcient solution. Generally, complex material failure, contact interactions
and highly nonlinear response are best analysed using FE solvers based on explicit
time-integration schemes, e.g. Abaqus/Explicit, while the elastic behaviour of light
and stiﬀ components can, more eﬃciently, be simulated with FE solvers using implicit
time-integration schemes, e.g. Abaqus/Standard.
Using diﬀerent FE solvers implies the deﬁnition of multiple time-scales at which
the structural response is analysed: (i) an explicit/micro time-scale, characterized
by a high number of short and relatively inexpensive time-steps and (ii) an impli-
cit/macro time-scale, characterized by a reduced number of larger time-steps, due to
the unconditional stability of implicit solvers.
Therefore, for the problem described in § 6.3.1, the FE model of the rotor blade
(see Figure 6.3) consists of two separate FE submodels:
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(i) an explicit submodel for the area of the rotor blade surrounding the impact
location (where contact interactions and complex failure modes are expected);
within this submodel, diﬀerent parts of the structure are modelled at diﬀerent
length-scales as described in Chapter 4;
(ii) an implicit submodel for the remaining of the structure, whose deformation
remains elastic throughout the entire analysis.
Explicit multiscale FE submodel Implicit FE submodel
Multi time/length-scale FE model
Figure 6.3: Implicit/explicit submodels of a multiple length/time-scale FE model
of an helicopter rotor blade. The area surrounding the impact location
is analysed using an explicit solver, to exploit its capabilities to better
handle contact interactions and complex failures modes; the response
of the remaining of the structure (the largest part) is more eﬃciently
simulated using an implicit solver.
In the implicit FE subdomain, the rotor blade is discretized using ﬁrst-order
triangular shell elements (S3). The equivalent homogenised 2D behaviour, i.e. the
entire ABD matrix of the pin-reinforced sandwich structure is deﬁned exploiting the
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solid-to-shell homogenization described in Chapter 5. The meshing of the entire rotor
blade required 63744 S3 elements.
In this example, the multiple length/time-scale analysis is performed exploiting
Abaqus built-in Co-Simulation Engine (CSE) [85]; the simulation of the mechan-
ical response of the implicit and explicit submodels is performed using, respectively,
Abaqus/Explicit and Abaqus/Standard.
6.3.3 Multiscale explicit FE submodel
Within the explicit submodel, diﬀerent parts of the structure are modelled at diﬀerent
length-scales and the coupling between them is performed using the MST [136]. The
size of the diﬀerently-discretized subdomains needs to be established a priori, i.e.
before the analysis, for example by exploiting analytical methods to estimate the
expected size of the damaged areas [167].
For the example described in this chapter, we considered three diﬀerent regions
where the structure is modelled at diﬀerent length-scales (see Figure 6.4):
Meso-scale subdomain
Within this subdomain, the structure is modelled at the lowest length-scale.
The plies in the composite facesheets, the interfaces between them and between
the facesheets and the core, as well as the pin-reinforcements within the core,
are modelled individually.
Eight-noded reduced-integration solid elements (C3D8R) with enhanced hour-
glass control were used for the discretization of the composite plies, pin-
reinforcements and core layer: eight-noded cohesive elements (COH3D8) were
used to account for possible delamination (between composite plies) and de-
bonding (between the facesheets and the core). To simplify the meshing of the
pin-reinforced core, the pins’ ﬁnite elements were embedded within the foam
core exploiting the Embedded Element Method (EEM) available in Abaqus.
This method has been already used for modelling pin-reinforced cores [159] and
textile composites [119]. The discretization of the meso-scale subdomain (in-
cluding the MST transition regions) required 71896 C3D8R elements and 11520
COH3D8 elements.
The complex shape of the pin-reinforcements (i.e. misalignments, bended ends,
etc.) is also explicitly modelled. Within the meso-scale subdomain, several
failure modes are accounted for (see Figure 6.4), i.e
(i) delamination between composite plies, as well as debonding between the
composite facesheets and the core, using multiple layers of cohesive ele-
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Explicit multiscale FE submodel
Meso-scale subdomain Macro-scale subdomain
Debonding
Core Crushing Pins’ failureDelamination/Debonding
Meso/macro-scale subdomain
Figure 6.4: Multiscale explicit FE submodel. Diﬀerent areas of the structure can be
modelled at diﬀerent length-scales and their coupling be performed us-
ing the MST. The mechanical response of the structure can be correctly
captured at all the length-scales of interest (both in terms of geomet-
rical details and failure modes), while keeping the computational cost
of the analysis to a minimum.
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ments with a mixed-mode bilinear traction-separation law to simulate the
softening and fracture response [125,126];
(ii) crushing of the foam core [166,168];
(iii) failure of the pin reinforcements [69];
Meso/Macro scale region
Within this subdomain, the composites facesheets, the core, the interface
between them, as well as the pin-reinforcements within the core layer, are ex-
plicitly modelled.
Eight-noded reduced-integration continuum shell elements (SC8R) with en-
hanced hourglass control were used for the discretization of the composite
facesheets while eight-noded reduced-integration solid elements (C3D8R) were
used for the discretization of the pin-reinforcements and of the core. As in the
meso-scale subdomain, the pins’ ﬁnite elements were embedded within the core
exploiting the EEM.
The discretization of the meso-scale subdomain (including the MST transition
regions) required 181952 C3D8R elements, 54784 SC8R elements and 11520
COH3D8 elements.
Within the meso/macro-scale subdomain, the only failure model accounted for
is the debonding between the core and the composite facesheets (see Figure 6.4).
This can actually occur even at a signiﬁcant distance from the impact location,
as it might initiates as a result of the stress concentrations due to the pin
reinforcements in the foam core layer.
Macro-scale region
Within this subdomain, the pin-reinforced sandwich structure is discretized us-
ing reduced-integration ﬁrst-order quadrangular shell elements (S4R) with en-
hanced hourglass control. The equivalent homogenised 2D behaviour, i.e. the
corresponding entire ABD matrix of the sandwich structure is computed ex-
ploiting the solid-to-shell homogenization described in § 6.2. The discretization
of the meso-scale subdomain (including the MST transition regions) required
1516 S4R elements.
6.4 Discussion
The key-aspects of the multiple length/time-scale framework for the virtual testing of
large composite structures illustrated in this chapter can be summarized as follows:
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(i) coupling diﬀerently-discretized subdomains using the MST [136] presented
in Chapter 4 allows to minimize the areas of the structure modelled at the
lowest (and therefore computationally costly) length-scales. Thus, the desired
level of accuracy is attained only in selected portions of the model, which allows
not to jeopardize the computational cost of the analysis;
(ii) the response of diﬀerent portions of the structure is simulated using diﬀerent
solvers, depending on where they are expected to provide the most eﬃcient
solution;
(iii) the exploitation of symmetries in the solid-to shell homogenization [164] presen-
ted in Chapter 5 allows to strongly reduce the time required for the computation
of equivalent homogenised properties;
(iv) the size of the resulting multiscale FE models can be minimized without any
loss of accuracy at the lowest-scales; as a result, such FE models can be easily
handled by high-performance computing resources, as well as modern laptop
computers. As an example, the multiscale FE model of the helicopter rotor
blade discussed in § 6.3 consisted of a total number 1291202 DOFs (410846
nodes); simulations were performed using a laptop computer with an Intel i7-
3610QM processor (2.3GHz Max Turbo Frequency), 8 CPUs and 8Gb RAM for
a total analysis time of approximately 6 hours.
6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, a multiple length/time-scale framework for the virtual testing of large
composite structures is presented. Its primitives and key-aspects are detailed through
the analysis of a real-sized helicopter rotor blade subjected to a low-velocity impact.
The proposed multiple length/time-scale framework consists of the Mesh Superposi-
tion Technique (MST) presented in Chapter 4 and the solid-to-shell homogenization
presented in Chapter 5.
The multiple length/time-scale framework enables a signiﬁcant reduction of the
CPU time required to compute the homogenized properties used in the higher-scales
of multiscale FE models; furthermore, it allows to minimize the areas of the struc-
ture that need to be modelled at the lowest length-scales, by opportunely coupling
diﬀerently-discretized subdomains using the MST.
The multiple length/time-scale framework presented in this work represents a
clear step towards the systematic and eﬃcient virtual testing of large composite com-
ponents.
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Conclusions
7.1 Introduction
The individual contributions presented in this work, i.e. the analytical model for
predicting the post-crushing response of polymeric foam cores of chapter 2, the meas-
urement of the translaminar fracture toughness of Non-Crimp Fabric composites of
chapter 3, the Mesh Superposition Technique (MST) of chapter 4 and the Multiscale
Periodic Boundary Conditions of chapter 5 are extensively discussed in § 2.5, § 3.4,
§ 4.5, and § 5.4, respectively. In the following, the above chapters’ contributions to
the state of the art and impact are summarized.
7.2 Novelty
The following contributions of this work to the state of the art are highlighted:
(i) the analytical model presented in chapter 2 is the ﬁrst (to date) capable of
accurately predicting the post-crushing compressive response of crushable foams
using, as input, experimental measurements obtained exclusively from standard
monotonic compressive tests;
(ii) the experimental analysis in chapter 3 represents the ﬁrst (to date) attempt in
the literature to measure the translaminar fracture toughness of NCF compos-
ites with multiaxial blankets; furthermore, the concept of an homogenised NCF
blanket-level translaminar fracture toughness is introduced for the ﬁrst time;
(iii) chapter 3 demonstrates that the translaminar fracture toughness of oﬀ-axis ﬁbre
tows/NCF blankets can be analytically related to that of axially-loaded ﬁbre
tows/NCF blankets;
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(iv) in chapter 4, a novel Mesh Superposition Technique (MST) for coupling dif-
ferent areas of the composite structure modelled at diﬀerent length-scales and
whose associated discretizations consist of diﬀerent element types is presented.
The interface between local and global meshes is replaced by transition regions
where the corresponding discretizations are superposed. Within these transition
regions, a model based on partition of unity is derived to achieve a progressive
discretization-transition;
(v) chapter 4 proposes the ﬁrst (to date) attempt towards a multiple length/time-
scale modelling of composite structures experiencing localized damage; and
(vi) chapter 5 presents the ﬁrst set of Periodic Boundary Conditions for the solid-to-
shell numerical homogenization of periodic structures, including their bending
and twisting response, using domains smaller than the Unit Cell, obtained by
exploiting the internal symmetries of the latter.
7.3 Impact
The potential impact of the ﬁndings and conclusions presented in this work can be
summarized in the following points:
(i) the calibration of the model presented in chapter 2 is performed using experi-
mental measurements obtained exclusively from standard monotonic compress-
ive tests; therefore, the need for performing time-consuming compressive tests
including multiple unloading-reloading cycles is avoided and the eﬀective testing
time signiﬁcantly reduced;
(ii) the measured values of the translaminar fracture toughness of NCF composites
(see chapter 3) can be used as input value of physically-based failure criteria to
predict/analyse failure of NCF composites;
(iii) results presented in chapter 3 indicate that the translaminar fracture toughness
of laminates with complex layups (with several diﬀerently-oriented oﬀ-axis ﬁbre
tows and oﬀ-axis NCF blankets) can be accurately estimated from the translam-
inar fracture toughness of axially-loaded ﬁbre tows/NCF blankets. This result
is highly relevant for the design of NCF composite laminates to be used in
large-scale structural applications;
(iv) coupling diﬀerently-discretized subdomains using the MST presented in Chapter
4 allows to minimize the areas of the structure modelled at the lowest (and there-
fore computationally costly) length-scales. Thus, the desired level of accuracy
is attained by reﬁning only selected portions of the model, which allows not to
jeopardize the computational cost of the analysis;
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(v) when compared to PBCs which do not exploit symmetries, the PBCs presented
in chapter 5 are shown to achieve a signiﬁcant reduction in analysis CPU time,
as well as modelling/meshing CPU time. Therefore, homogenized properties of
very complex periodic materials and structures can be computed with a much
lower use of computational resources and time; and
(vi) the multiple length/time-scale framework presented in chapter 6 represents a
clear step towards the systematic and eﬃcient virtual testing of large compos-
ite components. The size of the resulting multiple length/time-scale FE models
can be minimized without any loss of accuracy at the lowest-scales (chapter
4), the response of diﬀerent portions of the structure is simulated using dif-
ferent solvers - depending on where they are expected to provide the most
eﬃcient solution (chapter 4) - and the exploitation of symmetries allows to
strongly reduce the time required for the computation of equivalent homogen-
ised properties (chapter 5). As a result, such FE models can be easily handled
by high-performance computing resources, as well as modern laptop computers.
7.4 Future work
The work presented in this thesis oﬀers several opportunities for further development.
These include, but are not limited to, the points highlighted in the following:
(i) the analytical model presented in chapter 2 predicts the post-crushing com-
pressive response of polymeric foam materials based on the computation of the
thickness of crushed and uncrushed layers of material. It would be relevant for
practical purposes, to extended it to predict the post-crushing tensile stiﬀness
and strength of polymeric foam materials;
(ii) the analytical model presented in chapter 2 can serve as basis to develop a
predictive model capable of predicting the eﬀect of prior crushing on the en-
tire constitutive response of polymeric foam materials, including multiaxial and
shear loadings;
(iii) at this stage of development, chapter 2 requires as input experimental data
from standard monotonic compressive tests. For more complicated scenarios,
e.g. pin-reinforced foam cores, stress vs. strain curves obtained through FE
analyses could be used as input data;
(iv) in chapter 3, CT specimens are used to measure the translaminar fracture tough-
ness of a carbon NCF composite. Diﬀerent specimen’s geometry could be used
to obtained meaningful propagation translaminar fracture toughness values and,
therefore, a complete R-curve;
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(v) although it would lead to greater challenges than those associated to the meas-
urement of the tensile translaminar fracture toughness, the measurement of
the compressive translaminar fracture toughness is of paramount importance
for damage-tolerant design of composite structures. Following an experimental
procedure similar to that described in chapter 3, the compressive translaminar
fracture toughness of NCF composites could be measured;
(vi) in chapter 3, the translaminar fracture toughness of oﬀ-axis ﬁbre tows/NCF
blankets is analytically related to that of axially-loaded ﬁbre tows/NCF
blankets. However, further veriﬁcation would be required for other values of
the orientation angle α;
(vii) the MST presented in chapter 4 requires at this stage of development that all
nodes belonging to the higher-scale discretization coincide with a subset of the
nodes belonging to the lower-scale discretization. To render the methodology
more ﬂexible, it would be of interest to eliminate this constraint and let the
two discretizations be mutually independent. This would simplify the practical
implementation of the proposed MST and improve its usability;
(viii) the MST presented in chapter 4 could be coupled with adaptive meshing meth-
ods. In this manner, the size of the lower-scale subdomains can be minimized
at any moment in time during the FE analysis, their shape would not need to
be deﬁned prior to the analysis and, more importantly, their shape and size can
adapt to evolving features in the model, e.g. propagating cracks;
(ix) to implement the Multiscale Periodic Boundary Conditions presented in chapter
5 in a FE code, it is required that the discretizations on the boundaries of the
rUC are periodic; in many practical applications, e.g. textile composites, this
entails an enormous amount of user modelling time or it can even be practically
impossible to achieve. Therefore, it would be beneﬁcial to develop a robust
numerical methodology to eliminate this constraint; and
(x) the proposed formulation of the Multiscale Periodic Boundary Conditions in
chapter 5 could be extended so that also the computation of the equivalent
transverse shear stiﬀness is enabled.
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Appendix A
Propagation of stress waves in
non-uniform FE meshes using
the MST
A.1 Motivation
The beneﬁts provided by the MST in avoiding the artiﬁcial stress disturbances at
the interfaces between diﬀerently-discretized subdomains are demonstrated in [136].
In this example, we aim to investigate the capability of the MST to mitigate the
spurious reﬂections of stress waves at the interfaces between diﬀerently-discretized
subdomains.
A.2 FE models
An inﬁnite bar of uniform cross-sectional area (4×4mm2) and made of an isotropic
elastic material (E=60MPa, ν=0.25 and ρ=1600 kg/m3) was modelled in Abaqus.
The initial 300mm of the bar were discretized using conventional ﬁnite elements;
the inﬁnitely long idealization is achieved using inﬁnite elements (CIN3D8). For
the region were conventional FE models were used, three diﬀerent FE models of the
inﬁnite bar were created (see Figure A.1):
Fully Solid (FS) model
the bar is discretized entirely using eight-noded reduced-integration solid ele-
ments (C3D8R) with enhanced hourglass control. Results obtained with this
model are used as reference solution;
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Sudden Transition (ST) model
the bar is discretized using eight-noded reduced-integration solid elements
(C3D8R) with enhanced hourglass control for the initial 150mm; the remain-
ing portion, eight-noded reduced-integration continuum shell elements (SC8R),
with hourglass control and three integration points along the element’s thick-
ness, were used;
MST model
the sudden discretization-transition between solid (C3D8R) and continuum shell
(SC8R) elements is replaced by a region where the MST is exploited. The length
of the MST region is equal to 100mm.
Fully Solid 
MST model 
Sudden Transition model 
Sudden  
discretization-transition 
MST region 
Region 1 Region 2 
1
1
1
x
x
x
Figure A.1: Three diﬀerent FE models of the inﬁnite bar: Fully Solid model, Sudden
Transition model and MST model.
In Figure A.1, Region 1 corresponds to the portion of the bar between x=100mm
and x = 200mm, while Region 2 corresponds to the portion of the bar between
x=200mm and x=300mm. Region 1 includes the sudden distretization-transition
for the ST model, and the entire MST region for the MST model.
A.3 Stress-wave propagation analysis
The applied displacement and boundary conditions considered are shown in Fig-
ure A.2. The applied displacement consists of a ﬁnite discrete impulse deﬁned using
Fourier series as
u(z, t) = u(z)
κ
κ∑
i=1
sin(2πifmint) , (A.1)
where κ = fmax
fmin
is the number of terms in the Fourier series, u(z) is the amplitude of
the applied displacement as a function of the out-of-plane coordinate, and fmin and
fmax are, respectively, the minimum and maximum frequency of interest.
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Figure A.2: Applied displacement and boundary conditions for the stress-wave
propagation study.
In Figure A.3, the evolution of the applied displacement as a function of time
(t) Figure A.3a and of the z-coordinate Figure A.3b is shown. Simulations were
performed using Abaqus/Standard. The analysis time-step was chosen so that the
Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition [169] is fulﬁlled. The essence of the CFL
condition is that, given a certain wave travelling across a discrete spatial grid, its
amplitude can be correctly computed at ﬁxed time steps of constant duration, only
if the latter is smaller than the time needed for the wave to travel between two con-
secutive nodes of the spatial grid. In the simpliﬁed scenario of 1D wave propagation,
0
0.25
0.5
0.75
1
0E+0 4E-3 8E-3
0
0.05
0.1
0E+0 5E-4 1E-3
·X
i= 1
s in (2¼ ifm in t )
·
[¡ ]
t [m s]
(a) Normalized amplitude of the applied dis-
placement as a function of time.
0
0.25
0.5
0.75
1
0 1 2 3 4
z [m m ]
u (z ) [mm ]
(b) Amplitude of the applied displacement as
a function of the z-coordinate.
Figure A.3: Time and space evolution of the applied displacement u(z, t). The
resulting applied displacement is a ﬁnite discrete impulse with variable
amplitude along the through-the-thickness direction.
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the CFL condition can be expressed in terms of the Courant number C as
C = cΔtmax


≤ Cmax , (A.2)
where c is the dilatational wave speed and 
 is the characteristic length of the spa-
tial grid. A value of Cmax = 1 is usually tolerated when implicit solvers are used.
Nevertheless, a maximum time-step of 20 ns (C≈ 0.122) was chosen for the analysis
presented here.
A.4 Results and discussion
Figure A.4 shows the internal energy U of Region 1 and Region 2 (see Figure A.1)
as a function of time. Such internal energy corresponds to the energy carried by the
stress waves travelling along the bar.
The stress waves enter into Region 1 at t ≈ 0.014ms when the energy content
of the latter starts increasing Figure A.4a. At t ≈ 0.029ms, the stress waves travel
from Region 1 into Region 2 (the energy content of Region 1 starts decreasing and,
correspondingly, that of Region 2 starts increasing).
However, after t≈ 0.029ms the energy content of Region 1 computed with the ST
model is higher than that computed with both the FS and MST model; a specular
0
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F S
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M ST
(a) Region 1.
0
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(b) Region 2.
Figure A.4: Time history of the internal energy of Region 1 (a) and Region 2 (b)
associated with the propagation of the travelling stress waves along the
inﬁnite bar.
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behaviour is associated to the energy content of Region 2. This evidence indicates
that part of the stress waves travelling along the bar has been reﬂected by the sudden
discretization-transition included in the ST model.
When compared to the reference solution obtained with the FS model, an energy
loss of approximately 17% due to stress-wave reﬂections is observed when using the
ST model. On the other hand, when using the MST for the progressive transition
between the two diﬀerently-discretized subdomains, the energy loss associated to
stress-wave reﬂections is almost completely eliminated (approximately 99% reduction
if compared to the ST model).
The results presented in this section demonstrate that the MST [136] presented
in Chapter 4 allows to avoid, in addition to the artiﬁcial stress disturbances, also the
spurious reﬂections of stress waves at the interfaces between diﬀerently-discretized
subdomains.
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